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Abstract

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are changing our way of life just as the internet has

revolutionized the way people communicate with each other. Future wireless net-

works are envisioned to be robust, have simple and efficient communication between

nodes and self-organizing dynamic capabilities. When new nodes join in, a self-

configuring network has to have the ability to include these nodes in its structure in

real time, without human or machine interference. The need for a destination node

(D) which moves at the periphery of wireless sensor networks can be argued from

different points of view: the first is that different WSN scenarios require data gath-

ering in such a way; the second point is that this type of node movement maximizes

network lifetime because it offers path diversity preventing the case where the same

routes are used excessively. However the peripheral movement model of the mobile

destination does not resemble any mobility models presented in the WSN litera-

ture. In this thesis a new realistic WSN sink mobility model entitled the “Marginal

Mobility Model” (MMM) is proposed. This was introduced for the case when the

dynamic destination (D), moving at the periphery, frequently exits and enters the

WSN coverage area. We proved through Qualnet simulations that current routing

protocols recommended for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) do not support

this sink mobility model. Because of this, a new routing protocol is proposed to

support it called the Peripheral Routing Protocol (PRP). It will be proven through
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Abstract

MATLAB simulations that, for a military application scenario where D’s connec-

tivity to the WSN varies between 10%-95%, compared with the 100% case, PRP

outperforms routing protocols recommended for MANETs in terms of throughput

(T ), average end to end delay (AETED) and energy per transmitted packet (E).

Also a comparison will be made between PRP and Location-Aided Routing (LAR)

performance when D follows the MMM. Analytical models for both PRP and LAR

are proposed for T and E. It is proved through MATLAB simulations that, when

compared with LAR, PRP obtains better results for the following scenarios: when

the WSN size in length and width is increased to 8000 m and one packet is on the

fly between sender and sink, PRP sends 103% more data and uses 84% less energy;

when more data packets are on the fly between sender and sink, PRP sends with

99.6% more data packets and uses 81% less energy; when the WSN density is in-

creased to 10,000 nodes PRP uses 97.5% less energy; when D’s speed in increased

to 50 Km/h, PRP sends 74.7% more data packets and uses 88.4% less energy.
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1 Wireless sensor networks

1.1 Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are changing our way of life just as the internet has

revolutionized the way people communicate with each other [1]. A wireless sensor

network is a network made primarily of wireless sensor nodes that communicate to

meet the objective for which the network was designed. Each wireless sensor node

has the ability to perform different tasks such as: gathering sensory information from

the medium (detect movement, temperature, humidity, radiation, etc.), process this

information and communicate with the other sensor nodes from the network (sending

or forwarding this gathered information). A wireless sensor network is a network

in which each sensor node supports a multi-hop routing algorithm, meaning that

several nodes can collaborate to forward data to the base station. An example

of a WSN structure is presented in Figure 1.1 . Each wireless sensor node has

the following components: one or more sensors; radio transceiver or other wireless

communication device (laser communication for example); a small micro controller

and a energy source (usually a battery).

The dimension of a sensor node can vary from a box of few centimeters to the size

of a grain of dust, although currently functioning nodes of such small size are only

a concept. The cost of a sensor node depends on the size and complexity and varies
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Chapter 1 Wireless sensor networks

Figure 1.1: WSN structure
[2]

from a few pennies to hundreds of dollars. These two main characteristics, size and

cost, have a crucial effect on resource constrains that a sensor node has, i.e. on

energy, memory, computational speed and bandwidth [3]. An example of a wireless

sensor node is presented in Figure 1.2 .

Future wireless networks are envisioned to be robust, have simple and efficient com-

munication between nodes and self organizing dynamic capabilities. When new

nodes join in, a self configuring network needs to have the ability to include these

nodes in its structure in real time, without human or machine interference. In this

way the complexity of the network deployment process and the network mainte-

nance are reduced leading to minimal upfront investment [5]. Wireless Mesh Net-

works (WMNs), due to their design, promise to satisfy the demands of an optimal

sensor network, require minimal investment and make possible the communication

anywhere, anytime and anyhow. So, these are the types of networks which will

dominate the future in wireless local area networks (WLANs), wireless personal
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Figure 1.2: WSN hardware sample
[4]

area networks (WPANs), wireless sensor networks (WSNs) or wireless metropolitan

area networks (WMANs) [6].

In the last few years, WMNs have evolved rapidly. Research in this area has re-

sulted in several companies currently offering different products based on WMNs.

Despite all the efforts made to develop this new promising technology there are still

many issues to consider: the available MAC and routing protocols recommended for

WMNs are not scalable enough; WMNs are supposed to grow from few hundreds of

nodes to millions or even more but with the current recommended technology the

throughput drops significantly as the number of nodes or hops increases. The open

challenge is to enhance or come up with new solutions from the application layer,

to transport, network, Medium Access Control (MAC) and physical layers [5].

WSNs applications are presented in the next section. The role of presenting these

applications is to:

• Understand all the areas in which the WSNs can be used.
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• Get familiar with the many environments in which the wireless sensors are

needed.

• Observe that, depending on the application, special constrains can apply to

the WSNs.

1.2 WSN applications

WSNs are used in many different areas of applications, e.g. area monitoring, envi-

ronmental monitoring, industrial monitoring, etc. Different WSNs applications are

presented further:

1. Military applications – one of the primary uses for WSNs in this area would

be remote sensing. A survey of WSN military applications is made in [7]. An

example of a battle field can be considered where the enemy intrusion needs

to be monitored Figure 1.3 . For this a first step will be to deploy wireless

sensor nodes across the monitored area using different techniques (by air using

airplanes or by land using specially built robots) [8], [9]. These sensors will

form aWSN that will cover the entire battlefield and that can monitor different

parameters like heat, pressure, sound, light, electromagnetic field, vibrations,

etc.. The U.S. Army’s Disposable Sensor Program is an initiative by the

U.S. Army to deploy nodes with seismic, acoustic, RF, magnetic, chemical,

biological, and infrared sensors [10]. Through these sensor nodes, the army

will obtain a complete picture of almost any environment. These sensors would

have to be disposable and inexpensive. Urban warfare is another application

in which WSN can be used. Nodes could be deployed in a urban environment

with the purpose to detect enemy intrusion, movement or chemical attacks [11].

The collected information from the WSN area can be sent to a static base or
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mobile military unit which moves on the WSN periphery. This information

can be vital in saving lives or to reduce material loses so it needs to reach the

destination fast.

Figure 1.3: WSN military application scenario
[12]

2. Building monitoring - it is expected that in the near future each building

will be monitored through the use of a WSN as a standard functionality.

The sensors will monitor heat and smoke which allows detection, localization

and tracking of fires. The information gathered from the building can help

occupants by guiding them to the nearest exit and also fireman’s to decide

which will be the best approach to avoid a disaster [13]. Smart Buildings are

envisioned to have smart nodes which could allow distributed monitoring and

control to improve the living conditions and reduce to minimum the energy

consumption [11].

Examples from literature on how the energy consumption can be reduced in

smart buildings through the use of WSN are [14], [15], [16], [17]:
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• Lights, chairs and tables automatically adjust as soon as the family gath-

ers in the living room to watch TV.

• Phones only ring in rooms where someone is present.

• Music in a room adapts automatically to people within.

• Support elderly people in their daily life routines.

• Security systems like emergency alarms for burglars, fire with complete

awareness of home owners wherever they are.

• Natural interface of devices through speech and gesture.

Through the use of WSN, the headquarters building of the New York Times

consumes 30% less energy than traditional office buildings [18]. This building

system relies on a large-scale sensor network which gathers information from

the offices and uses air conditioning, heating, etc. only when needed. In an

event of fire, firefighters outside the building can receive real time information

which can help them minimize the loss of lives and material. So, receiving this

information fast is crucial in these type of situations.

3. Habitat monitoring - the deployment of sensor nodes provides a non-

invasive approach for environments which are rather sensitive to human pres-

ence [11], [19]. For example, through the use of sensors, environmental data

(air temperature, light, wind, relative humidity and rainfall) is gathered in

the South-West Rift Zone, in Volcanoes National Park on the Big Island of

Hawaii for the Pods project at the University of Hawaii at Manoa [20]. An-

other example is the PermaSense Project [21] which was designed to gather

reliable data of physical parameters in natural and diverse slope areas in Swiss

Alps Figure 1.4. With this data they aim to develop theoretical models for

temperature simulation and for hazard assessment.
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Figure 1.4: WSN PermaSense project
[21]

In Princeton’s Zebranet Project [22], sensor nodes are used to monitor zebras

movement and behavior. It is crucial not to have human presence for wildlife

monitoring in order to obtain accurate data which represents animals behavior

in natural conditions. These areas are usually large so data collection can be

made with the help of mobile units which move outside the WSN area, on the

boundary. In [18] a plane deploys 30 airborne sensors in the arctic for analysis

and assessment of global warming. The collected information can be sent to

a boat or a plane which surpasses at a low altitude the monitored area.
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4. Industrial applications - these can require networks to function in both

in-door and outdoor environment. Possible applications refer to monitoring

and control of industrial equipment, processes and personnel. Few examples of

WSN industrial applications are given by Banner Engineering [23] as follows:

• Wireless perimeter guard - by using a solar powered wireless alert system

they can alert the security personnel when a security breach was detected

Figure 1.5.

• Monitoring in a bottling facility - a bottling plant monitors the level,

pressure and temperature inside each rotary filler to accurately determine

when to activate the inflow into the tank. WSNs offer a viable solution

to eliminate the wires on moving assemblies (Figure 1.6).

• Day tank level monitoring - for tank locations not wired for power or data

transfer, a wireless sensor network can gather the tank data and transmit

it to a central control location for analysis and logging. Day tank fill levels

are monitored continuously so that materials are maintained at a specific

quantity. Because these tanks are slowly filled or depleted, ultrasonic

sensors can be used to measure the tank levels without false readings or

tank wall interference (Figure 1.7).

WSN specifications and constrains are presented further in order to understand the

challenges that these impose.

1.3 WSN specifications and constraints

WSN are are different from ad-hoc Wireless Networks and have special characteris-

tics like [24]:
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Figure 1.5: Wireless perimeter guard
[23]

• The topology of a sensor network changes frequently in comparison with the

one of an ad-hoc network.

• The number of sensor nodes can be several orders of magnitude higher in a

sensor network than the nodes in an ad-hoc network.

• In a sensor network the nodes are densely deployed.

• In a sensor network the sensor nodes have restrictions of power, memory and

computational capacities.

• Sensor nodes are prone to failure.

• Because of the large size of a sensor network, a node may not have a global

identification number.

WSNs are used in a variety of applications domains, as it was shown in the previous

section, and each scenario may require: collaborative sensing, communication, and

computation among multiple sensors that observe moving objects, physical effects

and/or environmental events. Also, each scenario is commonly structured in tasks
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Figure 1.6: WSN monitoring in a bottling facility
[23]

such as: deployment, application functionality and information exchange [25]. These

tasks can affect the network proprieties. For example, the deployment task affects

network proprieties such as node density and topology. It can also predetermine the

data collection and routing algorithms by providing connectivity degree and sensing

coverage. Coverage means that every location in the sensing field is monitored by

at least one sensor. A network has a coverage degree k if every location is within

the sensing range of at least k sensors. Connectivity means that any node can com-

municate with any node from the network using intermediary nodes if the direct

communication is not possible. Sensing and communications range help maintain-

ing coverage and connectivity. Choosing a deterministic sensor placement in WSN

deployment can help improve the network proprieties but there are applications in

which this is not possible, like: military applications, remote areas and hazardous

environments. Here a random sensor distribution is used.
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Figure 1.7: WSN day tank level monitoring
[23]

Besides improving the coverage and connectivity, another deployment objective is

the trade-off between the network lifetime and the number of sensor nodes. Different

deployment strategies can increase the network efficiency with respect to energy,

cost, speed and life time. Many aspects need to be taken into consideration when

choosing to design a wireless sensor network application.

Depending on the application, the network design has different constrains and is

influenced by factors like: fault tolerance; scalability; production costs; operating

environment; sensor network topology; hardware constraints; transmission media;

and power consumption [26]. These factors are explained as follows:

1. Fault tolerance - is the ability to sustain sensor network functionality with-

out any interruption due to sensor node failures [27]. Depending on the ap-

plication for which the sensor network is designed, a different level of fault

tolerance can be considered. For example, if the environment where the sen-

sors are deployed has great interference then the sensor network needs to be
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designed for high fault tolerance. An example is a sensor network deployed in

a battlefield for a military application.

2. Scalability - depending on the application for which the sensor network is

designed, the number of sensor nodes can vary from tens to millions. The

communication between sensor nodes does not need to be influenced by the

sensor nodes density in different regions of the network. The production cost

needs to be maintained as low as possible when designing a sensor network

application: The price for each sensor node needs to be as low as possible and

because of this each sensor node needs to have a low degree of complexity. Also

both upfront investment and maintenance cost need to be as low as possible.

3. Hardware constrains – a sensor node contains four basic components: a

sensing unit, a processing unit, a transceiver unit and a power unit. Depending

of the application for which are designed new units can be added, like a Global

Positioning System (GPS). The most important unit is the power unit because

the lifetime of a sensor node depends directly on the lifetime of its battery.

A sensor node needs to be very small and apart from this there are stringent

constrains like: consume extremely low power; have low production cost; to

be autonomous and adaptive to the environment.

4. Power consumption – in many applications replacing the sensor battery is

impossible thus the life time of a sensor node is constrained by the life time

of its battery. Depending on the application a different metric can be used

to characterize the efficiency like power, delay, throughput, etc. Each sensor

nodes consumes power when one of the following actions is made: sensing, data

communication or data processing. Energy spent for data processing is much

less when compared with data transmission, so data processing is very efficient

when it comes to save power. For example, the same amount of energy is used
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to send 1 Kb of data over a 100 m range or to execute 3 million instructions

by a 100 million instructions per second processor.

5. Sensor network topology – In a sensor network application nodes can be

deployed in close proximity with each other. The nodes can be deployed by

various methods, depending on the application for which they are meant. For

a military application, for example, they can be dropped from planes or placed

one by one by a robot. After the sensor deployment the network topology may

change due different factors like:

• Energy level – each sensor has a limited power energy which will end.

Because of this different sensor nodes at different periods of time will

become unavailable which will lead to network topology changes.

• Communication range – due to the energy level, each sensor’s communi-

cation range will decrease in time. Also the communication range can be

affected by different obstacles or interferences that can appear in time.

All of this will lead to network topology changes in the original network

structure.

• Faulty sensors – network topology changes can appear due to faulty sen-

sors.

• Mobility – for certain applications some sensors are mobile thus the net-

work topology changes.

• New nodes can be added after the initial deployment which can lead to

changes in the network topology.

The communication between sensor nodes can be made through radio, infrared or

optical media:

• For radio links is recommended to use the industrial, scientific and medical
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bands (ISM). The ISM bands are not bound to particular standards so different

power saving communication protocols can be used. Interferences from existing

applications can cause an important drawback.

• Infrared communication is robust to interferences from existing applications

but the main disadvantage is the line of sight requirement for communication.

• Optical communication advantages are [28]: optical devices are smaller and

consume less power; reflection, diffraction, scattering from aerosols help dis-

tribute signal over large areas and optical wireless provides freedom from in-

terference and eavesdropping within an opaque enclosure. Some important

drawbacks of optical communication in WSN are: the optical signal has to

be contained within the field-of-view of the transmitter and receiver and due

to the random nature of deployment of sensors, this cannot be always fully

ensured; bandwidth reduces in non-line-of-sight links, due to multipath prop-

agation; increasing the field-of-view of the transceiver system, on the other

hand, implies increase in transmit power to maintain a viable link and also

increase in the interference plus noise floor for neighboring communicators.

For a military application the communication can encounter greater interference

thus the choice of the transmission medium needs to be supported by robust coding

and modulation scheme.

In the next section the motivation, novelty and contribution of this thesis are pre-

sented.

1.4 Motivation, novelty and contribution

This section states the scope and motivation behind this research in WSNs.

1. Mobility Models used in WSN simulations:
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a) Motivation: Chapter two presents the research made in the areas of mobil-

ity models used in WSN simulations. A mobility model should represent

a realistic behavior of mobile nodes in a mobile ad-hoc network. The

authors in [29] sustain that mobility models directly impact the perfor-

mance of routing protocols so using an unrealistic mobility model will lead

to inaccurate performance measurements. In [30] it is stated that past

evaluations of multicast routing protocols have utilized a single, simple

random way point model e.g. [31], [32], [33] and [34]. So the majority of

existing mobility models for ad-hoc networks do not capture the variety

of mobility patterns likely to be exhibited by ad-hoc applications.

b) Novelty and Contribution: A military application scenario is considered

in which the mobile sink throughout its movement joins and leaves the

WSN communication area frequently. This sink mobility model is called

the “Marginal Mobility Model” (MMM). The MMM is a realistic mobility

model in which a mobile sink moves at the WSN periphery. Because of

this type of movement, current routing protocols proposed for MANETs

will experience difficulties in sending data packets to a sink which follows

the MMM. The MMM is introduced in “Improved Mesh WSN Support

For A Realistic Mobility Model” [8] and discussed further in “MANET

Routing Protocols Problem For The Marginal Mobility Model” [35].

2. WSN Routing Protocols:

a) Motivation: Chapter three presents the research made in the area of WSN

routing protocols. Routing in WSN is very challenging due to several

characteristics that distinguish them from contemporary communication

and wireless ad-hoc networks. Routing protocols need to consider the

characteristics of sensor nodes, application and architecture requirements.
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The performance of a routing protocol is closely related to the architec-

tural model which is directly influenced by the application requirements.

Routing performances are also influenced by important design parameters

such as: loop free, distributed operation, path strategy, packet forward-

ing, path selection metrics, memory (state), guaranteed message delivery,

scalability, overhead and adaptive to mobility.

b) Novelty and Contribution: A journal paper entitled “Surveying Position

Based Routing Protocols for Wireless Sensor and Ad-ho Networks” [36]

was published which is a survey of almost 50 position-based routing pro-

tocols and it comes as an aid in the implementation of this type of routing

in various applications which may need to consider the advantages and

pitfalls of position-based routing. An emphasis is made on geographic

routing, whose notion is clarified as a more restrictive and more efficient

type of position-based routing. The protocols are therefore divided into

geographic and non-geographic routing protocols and each is character-

ized according to a number of network design issues and presented in a

comparative manner from multiple points of view. The main require-

ments of current general applications are also studied and, depending on

these, the survey proposes a number of protocols for use in particular

application areas. This aims to help both researchers and potential users

assess and choose the protocol best suited to their interest.

3. MANETs routing protocols support of the MMM:

a) Motivation: The need for a destination node (D) which moves at the

WSN periphery can be argued from different points of view: application

requirements - certain WSN scenarios require data gathering in such a

way; energy saving - the sink movement maximizes network lifetime offer-
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ing path diversity and preventing the case where the same routes are used

excessively. Numerous routing protocols have been proposed for ad-hoc

mobile networks and five of these are presented in chapter five.

b) Novelty and Contribution: The conference paper entitled “MANET Rout-

ing Protocols Problem For The Marginal Mobility Model” [35] proves

through simulations that five routing protocols recommended for MANETs

do not support a sink movement. A WSN scenario is considered using

Qualnet simulator in which the mobile node follows the MMM. It is shown

that routing protocols like LAR (Location-Aided Routing)[37], DSR (Dy-

namic Source Routing) [38], AODV (Ad Hoc On-Demand Vector) [39],

Bellman Ford and DYMO (Dynamic On-Demand) [40], [41], [42] cannot

send data packets to the mobile node. Different simulations are made by

varying D speed and distance from the WSN coverage area.

4. The peripheral routing protocol (PRP):

a) Motivation: Multiple WSN applications require the presence of a mo-

bile sink at the network periphery to receive/collect data. The area on

which the sensors are deployed might be: inaccessible to humans (toxic

or radioactive); inaccessible to mobile units (rough terrain); sensitive to

any kind of intrusion (natural wildlife reservations). Also, in time the

number of void areas (areas which are not covered by any sensor node) in

the WSN might increase due to sensors which will remain without power.

A mobile sink at the WSN periphery during its movement will join and

leave the WSN coverage area frequently. The same thing will happen if

the mobile node will move through a WSN in which the number of voids

area is high. This type of mobility model was introduced as the MMM.

A mobile node can follow the MMM also inside a WSN where voids are
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common and where throughout its movement, the mobile node will pass

frequently through these voids. Also, the sink movement at the WSN

periphery leads to path diversity and energy consumption distribution

among a high number of nodes from the network. Thus, the life time of

a WSN is improved with this type of movement. It is difficult to find a

well-connected end-to-end path for all the sensors to transmit data to D

when it follows the MMM becauseD will enter and exit the WSN coverage

area frequently. This case is most often met in DTMSN networks. Delay

tolerant networks (DTNs) embrace the concept of occasionally-connected

networks that may suffer from frequent partitions [43]. Using a DTMSN

routing protocol is not a solution even if the WSN has DTMSN charac-

teristics. The reason is that DTMSN routing protocols require from the

application itself the DTN characteristics to set up the routing protocol.

However, for the proposed military application scenario, the DTN char-

acteristics are not known nor are they triggered by the application but

by the WSN scenario. Also, it was shown through Qualnet simulations

that MANET routing protocols do not support this mobility model.

b) Novelty and Contribution: A new routing protocol which supports the

MMM is described in chapter five. It is shown through MATLAB sim-

ulations that, for a military application scenario where D’s connectivity

to the WSN varies between 10%-95%, compared with the 100% case,

PRP outperforms routing protocols recommended for Mobile Ad-ho Net-

works (MANET) in terms of throughput, average end to end delay and

energy per transmitted packet. In chapter five of this thesis the PRP is

described. An analytical model for the throughput and energy for both

PRP and LAR is presented in chapter six. In chapter seven, through
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MATLAB simulations, it was shown that PRP outperforms LAR perfor-

mances when the sink follows the MMM and when WSN size, density

and D’s speed are varied.

The thesis outline is presented in the next section.

1.5 Thesis outline

This thesis comprises of eight chapters as follows:

• Chapter 1: A general introduction regarding WSN is made in section 1.1.

Section 1.2 presents different WSN applications. WSN specifications and con-

straints are made in section 1.3 and thesis motivation, novelty and contribution

are discussed in section 1.4. This chapter ends with the thesis outline in section

1.5.

• Chapter 2: The importance of mobile sinks in WSNs is discussed in chapter

two. In section 2.1 different mobility models used in WSNs are presented

and in section 2.2. the Marginal Mobility Model (MMM) is introduced. This

chapter ends with a presentation of the MMM’s characteristics.

• Chapter 3: The sink’s mobility support in WSNs is analysed in this chapter

as follows: section 3.1 presents routing protocols classifications and specifica-

tions; routing protocols proposed to support mobile sinks are presented and

discussed in section 3.2 analysing if the MMM can be supported; section 3.3

presents location prediction schemes used for mobile sinks and section 3.4

describes the MMM and WSN delay tolerant characteristics.

• Chapter 4: In this chapter it is shown through Qualnet simulations that the

MMM cannot be supported by routing protocols recommended for MANETs
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such as: LAR, AODV, DSR, Bellman Ford and DYMO. This chapter starts by

analysing three different WSN simulations environments such as the Network

Simulator, Qualnet and MATLAB. For each of these simulation environments

advantages and disadvantages are mentioned. In section 4.2 the five routing

protocols are presented and in section 4.3 the results obtained from the Qual-

net simulations are discussed. It is shown that, when the distance between the

mobile sink and the WSN increases, which means that the D to WSN connec-

tivity time decreases, the performances of the five routing protocols are poor

in terms of total number of sent packets and average end to end delay. Poor

performances are also obtained when the speed of the mobile sink increases.

• Chapter 5: In chapter five the PRP is described and the following discussions

are made: when the use of PRP is needed; how D next neighbour ID is

estimated; how the deconnectivity time between D and its next neighbour is

estimated and what recovery measures PRP has for extreme cases.

• Chapter 6: In this chapter an analytical model for both PRP and LAR is

presented for the throughput and energy. These models are discussed and

compared and the following conclusions are stated: PRP will send more data

packets when compared with LAR if more then two hops are between S and D;

the energy spent on route requests packets by LAR is bigger than the energy

spent on hello packets by PRP plus the energy to find a path from S to the

next neighbour of D. In section 6.3 the impact of location errors on both PRP

and LAR performances is discussed.

• Chapter 7: In chapter seven the results obtained from a MATLAB simulation

in which D follows the MMM and LAR, AODV, DSR and PRP are used as

routing protocols are presented. The chapter starts with a description of the

used MATLAB simulator. It continues with a description of the simulation
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scenario and the results obtained. It is shown that when the D to WSN

connectivity time varies from 10% to 95% PRP has the best results in terms

of throughput, average end to end delay and energy. Also, PRP has better

performances over LAR when the WSN size, density and D speed are varied.

• Chapter 8: This final chapter states the conclusion and future work together

with the PRP constrains.

The papers published during the research period are listed in the next section.
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2 Sink mobility in WSNs

The current research analyses WSN scenarios which make use of mobile sink nodes.

This chapter explains the assumption of use of a mobile destination at the periph-

ery of a WSN. The mobility models used in WSN simulations are first presented

in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 then presents a military application scenario for which

the Marginal Mobility model (MMM) is defined. The chapter ends with a short

discussion about the MMM characteristics.

The need for a mobile sink at the WSN periphery can be justified from different

points of view, such as:

1. Application requirements - certain WSN scenarios (such as the military ap-

plication presented in [8] and detailed in Figure 2.3) require data gathering in

such a way. Military applications have very stringent requirements when it

comes to real time data delivery. Battlefield deployed sensor nodes send the

collected information (radiation measurements, movement parameters) to the

battle station which is outside the war-zone. For this, a military vehicle (mili-

tary robot or a mobile node like RacemoteZ [1]) needs to collect data from the

battle field without entering the war zone. Traditional data gathering relies

on a large number of densely deployed sensor nodes with a short radio range.

The nodes form a well-connected end-to-end network and collaborate to collect

and transmit the information. Mobility of nodes is often assumed necessary
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in this process [1].

2. WSN energy saving - the sink movement maximizes network lifetime offering

path diversity and preventing the case where the same routes are used ex-

cessively [44], [45]. The authors prove that if the destination moves at the

network periphery, the overall WSN lifetime is improved by up to 500%.

3. No energy constrains for the sink - the battery of sensor nodes can be diffi-

cult or impossible to replace (due to remote or hostile environments) however,

the mobile sink can have more energy available. Energy is one of the most

restricted WSN resources, which makes economizing very important. Its ef-

ficient utilization is imperative. In [44] WSN lifetime is defined as the time

duration until the first node exhausts its energy.

Different mobility models are used in the literature to simulate node movements

in WSN. These are discussed further with an emphasis on the network simulation

boundary imposed by each model.

2.1 WSN mobility models

A mobility model should realistically describe the behaviour of mobile nodes in a

mobile ad-hoc network. The authors in [29] support the fact that mobility models

directly impact the performance of routing protocols so using an unrealistic mobil-

ity model will lead to inaccurate performance measurements. In [46] the authors

simulated multiple environments where mobility models are used to analyse the per-

formance of different routing protocols. In [30] it is stated that past evaluations of

multicast routing protocols have utilized a single, simple random way point model

e.g. [31], [32], [33] and [34]. So the majority of existing mobility models for ad-hoc

networks do not capture the variety of mobility patterns likely to be exhibited by
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ad-hoc applications.

Figure 2.1: Mobility models classification in WSN
[47]

In [47] the mobility models are grouped in four main categories (Figure 2.1) such

as:

• Random Models: Random Waypoint model, Random Direction model and

Random Walk model. The nodes move randomly without any restrictions

where the destination, speed and direction are chosen randomly and indepen-

dently of other nodes. Due to its simplicity and wide ability, the Random

Waypoint model [48] became a benchmark model to evaluate the MANET

routing protocols.

• Models with Temporal Dependency: Gauss-Markov model and Smooth

Random Mobility model. The main characteristic of these models is that dif-

ferent parameters such as acceleration, velocity and rate of change of direction

can depend on previous values. For example, the current velocity of a mobile

node may depend on its previous velocity and this characteristic can be called

the temporal dependency of velocity (Gauss-Markov Model). The memory-

less nature of random models make them inadequate to capture this temporal

dependency behaviour.

• Models with Spatial Dependency: Reference Point Group model and a Set
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of Correlated models. Different parameters of a mobile node can be influenced

by neighbouring nodes. For example, the velocity of neighbouring nodes can

influence the mobility of other nodes. Since the velocities can be correlated in

space, this characteristic can be called the spatial dependency of velocity.

• Models with Geographic Restrictions: Pathway Mobility model and Ob-

stacle Mobility model. In the Random Waypoint model, the mobile nodes

move freely and randomly anywhere in the simulation field. In some real life

applications the node’s movement is subject to the environment such as the

motions of vehicles, which is bounded to the freeways. This type of mobility

model can be considered a mobility model with geographic restriction.

Figure 2.2: Mobility Models traveling patterns
[49]

The authors in [50] and [49] analyze seven mobility models in terms of traveling

patterns of the mobile node. The mobile nodes do not exit the WSN coverage area

for all of these seven mobility models. The mobility models which are used are the

ones presented in Figure 2.2 and described as follows:

• Random Walk Mobility model: the mobile node mimics an erratic movement

by randomly choosing its direction from the range of (0,2π) and its speed
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from predefined ranges (v0, v1) independently of all previous values. When a

mobile node reaches the simulation boundary it bounces back with an angle

determined by its direction of movement.

• Random Waypoint Mobility model: this model includes pause times between

changes in direction and/or speed. The speed that is chosen is uniformly

distributed between a minimum and a maximum value. If the pause time is

zero, then this model is similar to the Random Walk Mobility model.

• Random Direction Mobility model: a mobile node chooses a random direction

and travels to the border of the simulated network area. When the border is

reached, the mobile node pauses for a specified time after which it will chose

a new angular direction and the process is repeated.

• A Bound Less Simulation Area Mobility model: a relationship between the

previous direction of travel and velocity of a mobile node with its current

direction of travel and velocity exits. A mobile node that reaches a side of the

simulation area will continue traveling and reappear on the opposite side of

the simulation area.

• Gauss Markov Mobility model: it was developed to adapt to different levels of

randomness with the help of one tuning parameter. The speed and direction

of the nth instance is calculated based upon the value of the (n− 1)th instance

and a random variable. This model can eliminate the sudden stops and sharp

turns of the Random Walk model.

• Uniform Mobility model: it collects good features of Random Walk, Random

Waypoint and Random Direction Mobility models. For a node, the initial

position is chosen in two steps: an initial path is chosen first after which a

point on the path. The probability density of any chosen path is proportional

to the length of the path.
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• Urban Mobility Model: this model is able to mimic a real city where users

who reach a boundary can freely pass through it.

The authors prove in [50] that from these seven models only Boundless Simulation

Area and Urban Mobility models do not restrict the movement of nodes in the

network simulation boundary (Figure 2.2). In the first one, when a mobile node

reaches the simulation boundary it will continue to travel and reappear on the

opposite side of the simulation area. In the Urban Mobility model users who reach

a boundary can freely pass through it.

None of these mobility models consider the scenario where a sink will frequently exit

the WSN during its peripheral movement. The mobility model needs to be carefully

chosen when evaluating a routing protocol. The performance of the network is

widely influence by mobility models, packet injection rates and speeds [51]. Because

of this, if a certain application scenario is considered then the mobility scenario will

be chosen to meet exactly the application requirements.

A WSN military application scenario is proposed next in which the sink is moving at

the network periphery. Throughout its movement the sink will frequently enter and

exit the WSN’s coverage area. This type of movement is introduced as the Marginal

Mobility model (MMM) and it will be defined as a new and realistic mobility model.

2.2 The Marginal Mobility model (MMM)

The military application scenario presented in Figure 2.3 is used to explain the

MMM. Sensors are deployed in the battlefield area from which a mobile sink (node

M) needs to collect data. Node S is the source which sends data packets to the mobile

sink. It is consider that the WSN area (the battlefield) is a dangerous zone which

needs to be avoided by the sink. Because of this the sink will move at the WSN
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Figure 2.3: WSN military application where the sink follows the MMM

periphery throughout the coverage areas of nodes N1 to N5 which are peripheral

nodes. It can be seen that, throughout its movement, the sink will enter and exit

periodically the WSN coverage area because of its peripheral trajectory. This will

mean that the sink will connect and disconnect frequently with the WSN. For this

type of scenarios where the sink moves at the WSN periphery it can be said that

the MMM is a realistic mobility model.

MMM is a model with geographic restrictions similarly to the Freeway Mobility

model [52]. However, in the Freeway Mobility model the movement is restricted to

a pathway in the simulation field (pathway 1 in Figure 2.4) where for the Marginal

Mobility model the movement is restricted to a pathway which is at the WSN pe-

riphery (pathway 2 in Figure 2.4). MMM characteristics are analysed and presented

next.

It can be assumed that the peripheral nodes coordinates are either known (from the

simulator) or determined (this process is described in Section 5.1). Four vectors can

be built: PN , PS, PE, PW which are the set of peripheral nodes from the north, south,

east and west side of the network. Let N1, with N1 ∈ PN of coordinates (xa, ya) be
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Figure 2.4: Pathway difference for the Freeway (pathway 1) and the Marginal Mo-
bility Model (pathway 2)

a peripheral node. If the sink will move at the WSN northern periphery then the

initial position of the sink can be (xm, ym) where xm = xa + d , ym = ya + d and

d ≤ r where r is the communication range of node N1 and d is a random value. This

condition will ensure that the sink starts its movement from a peripheral location

(from a peripheral node’s communication range) connected with the WSN. After

the starting point of the movement has been established, the next step is to define

the pathway of the node. For this two different options are proposed:

Figure 2.5: Extreme scenario for linear pathway
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• Linear pathway - it is considered that the sink will move following a straight

line from the starting point (xm, ym) with a constant or variable speed and ac-

celeration. It is expected that the sink will enter and exit the WSN frequently

during its peripheral movement (Pathway 2 in Section 5.1). However for some

scenarios defining only the starting point for the sink will not be enough. The

scenario presented in Figure 2.5 can appear when the sink is connected with

the WSN only for a short period of time during its entire peripheral movement.

For this type of scenarios a predefined pathway is preferred and this process

is explained next.

• Predefined pathway - the sink is moving to predefined check points (C1 to C6)

calculated based on the coordinates of the peripheral nodes. This scenario is

presented in Figure 2.6 were the starting point C1 is the one defined previously

of coordinates (xm, ym). It can be seen that C2, C4 and C6 are within WSN

coverage area and that C3 and C5 are outside the WSN. This will enable

the situation in which the sink will connect and disconnect with the WSN

area frequently during its movement. The coordinates of the check points

Ci (xci, yci) are calculated with:

xci =


xNi+xN(i−1)

n
± α1, iε {2, 4, 6}

xNi+xN(i−1)
n

± α2, iε {3, 5}

yci =


yNi+yN(i−1)

n
+ β1, iε {2, 4, 6}

max
(
yNi, yN(i−1)

)
+ β2, iε {3, 5}

where (xNi, yNi) are the coordinates of the peripheral node from the left and
(
xN(i−1), yN(i−1)

)
from the right of each check point Ci. It can be seen that for iε {3, 5} to have check
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points outside the WSN the following condition needs to be respected: d (Ni, Ci) > r.

Different sink trajectories can be obtained by varying the values of n, α1, α2, β1 and

β2 which will lead to different pathways. In Figure 2.6 a pathway obtained for

α1 = α2 = 0, n = 2, β1 = 0 and β2 = 2 ∗ r is presented.

Figure 2.6: Predefined pathway for the MMM

The sink’s speed for the MMM can be randomly chosen from predefined ranges

(v0, v1) similar to the Random Walk Mobility model or it can be uniformly dis-

tributed between a minimum and a maximum value such as the Random Waypoint

Mobility model.

MMM can be seen as a mobility model with geographic restrictions. The main

contribution of this model is in defining a pathway throughout which a mobile sink

connects and disconnects with the WSN frequently. Nodes can also follow the MMM

if they move in the network throughout voids, i.e. areas without connectivity, but the

number of voids needs to be significantly high to mimic this connected-disconnected

behaviour. This type of movement will cause problems for routing protocols trying

to send data to a sink which follows the MMM because the RandomWaypoint model
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2.2 The Marginal Mobility model (MMM)

became a benchmark model to evaluate the MANET routing protocols.

The next chapter presents different routing protocols and location prediction schemes

proposed for WSN scenarios with mobile sinks are presented. These will be anal-

ysed taking into account the military application scenario and the MMM model

characteristics presented in this chapter.
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This chapter is divided into four sections. The first one presents a classification

of routing protocols and specifications. The following three sections analyse and

discuss current current state of the art routing protocols recommended for Mobile

Ad-hoc Networks (MANET) (Section 3.2) location prediction schemes (Section 3.3)

and Delay Tolerant Mobile Sensor Networks (DTMSNs) (Section 3.4) proposed for

WSN scenarios where sinks are mobile and have MMM characteristics.

Routing in WSN is very challenging due to several characteristics that distinguish

them from wireless ad-hoc networks such as [53], [36], [54]:

• Addressing scheme - classical IP based protocols cannot be used in WSN be-

cause an addressing scheme for a large number of sensor nodes is not a viable

solution.

• Data flow - the majority of WSN applications require data transmission from

multiple sources to a particular sink.

• Data redundancy - in some applications (such as monitoring applications)

multiple sensors may generate the same data which leads to a significant data

redundancy. In order to save power this data redundancy needs to be consid-

ered by the routing protocols.

• Thorough resource management - this needs to take into account constraints
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such as: transmission power, on-board energy, processing capacity and storage.

Routing protocols need to consider the characteristics of sensor nodes, application

and architecture requirements. WSN routing protocols classifications and specifica-

tions are presented further.

3.1 Routing protocols classification and specifications

A routing protocol survey is made in [36] from which the following routing classifi-

cation can be summarized:

• Depending on what drives the routing: node centric, data centric, Geo-centric,

QoS-centric.

• Depending on demand and start-up point of route: source or destination ini-

tiated.

• Depending on memorization: reaction based and positioned based. The reac-

tion based category can be further grouped as:

– proactive routing (table driven), nodes memorize tables with global po-

sition information and paths ahead of events.

– reactive routing (demand driven), nodes memorize tables with global po-

sition information and creates routes on demand.

– hybrid routing, combines proactive and reactive routing and uses flooding.

• Other routing categories:

– topological classification, such as: flat based routing (all nodes are equal

and are treated accordingly), hierarchical based routing (nodes are grouped

in clusters and have different power levels).
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– situation aware classification, such as: adaptive and static routing. For

adaptive routing routes are chosen according to the traffic and power

consumption. In static routing these are not considered when routes are

selected.

– depending on the position and number of destinations the routing can be

classified as multi-cast and geo-cast routing.

The routing protocol performance is closely related to the architectural model which

is directly influenced by the application requirements. Architectural issues which

influence the routing protocol design are explained further [53]:

1. Node deployment - routing protocol performance is affected by the topological

deployment of sensor nodes. The deployment can be deterministic (the data

is routed using pre-determined paths) or self-organizing where the sensors are

scattered randomly and in which the sink position will drastically influence

the overall WSN performance and energy efficiency.

2. Energy consideration - the energy is the most important resource of a WSN.

Depending on the chosen metric of neighbour selection for the path formation

between sender and sink, significant overhead for topology management and

MAC can be introduced in the WSN. This will lead to more energy consump-

tion so, based on the application requirements, the routing protocol metric

needs to be carefully considered.

3. Data delivery models - this can be continuous, event driven, query-driven and

hybrid [55] which will influence the routing in terms of energy efficiency and

route stability. Depending on the application requirements a different model is

needed. An example can be an application where data is continuously delivered

to the sink. For this scenario a hierarchical routing protocol is recommended
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to reduce the traffic and save power because redundant data can be aggregated

[56].

4. Node capabilities - different types of sensors can be used in a WSN (such

as: sensors for monitoring temperature, pressure, humidity, etc.) which lead

to data reading at different rates. This can also mean constraints related to

different QoS and data delivery models, therefore the data routing for these

environments is more challenging.

5. Data aggregation/fusion - the authors in [57] define data aggregation as the

combination of data from different sources by using functions such as sup-

pression (eliminating duplicates), min, max and average. Stating that com-

putation is less energy consuming than communication [58], data aggregating

would lead to energy savings.

6. Network dynamics - in general it is assumed that sensor networks are static,

besides few setups that use mobile sensors [59]. However, some authors specify

the need of mobile nodes in wireless sensor networks [1]. Sending data packets

from or to moving nodes is more challenging since route stability becomes an

important optimization factor, in addition to energy, bandwidth etc.

Routing performances are also influenced by important design parameters as follows

[36]:

1. Loop Free - the same data can circulate in the network many times using the

same paths without reaching the destination leading to low packet delivery

ratio (PDR) and high energy consumption. This needs to be avoided.

2. Distributed Operation - networks can operate in a centralized, decentralized or

distributed manner. For localized algorithms a node will use information about

its position, its neighbours and destination to make forwarding decisions. In
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non-localized algorithms global or zonal information is used instead [60] which

means that routing tables are maintained at each node. This will increase

the overhead, energy expenditure and will make these algorithms less scalable

thus localized algorithms are preferred.

3. Path Strategy - single path, multipath or a combination of these two strategies

can be used to find a path between the source and destination. To preserve the

network resources an algorithm with a single path strategy [61] is preferred.

4. Packet Forwarding - The routing decision is made according to a forwarding

strategy which does not guarantee that a packet will reach the destination

[62]. There are three main forwarding strategies which can be used: greedy

[63], [64], flooding [37], [65] and hierarchical [66]. Greedy forwarding will

choose to forward packets to nodes that are always progressively closer to the

destination. Flooding will send the packets to all the neighbours and flood

the entire WSN. Hierarchical routing uses a hierarchical addressing scheme to

choose the next hop. A forwarding strategy can use different metrics such as:

hop count, geographic distance, progress to destination, direction, power, cost,

delay or a combination of these [67], [68], [69], [70]. If the message has reached

a node which has no closer neighbours to the destination (a void or hole),

a recovery procedure is necessary making the forwarding method a hybrid.

Recovery from such a concave node can be done through flooding [71], [72],

[73], [9] or perimeter (face) forwarding [62], [74], [75], [76].

5. Path Selection Metrics - the hop count, power and cost metric [60] are the most

used metrics however many more are presented in [77]. The path selection

metric needs to consider the routing goal which can be power efficiency, real

time routing, throughput maximisation, etc.

6. Memory (state) - routing algorithms can have memory requirements for nodes
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or not (stateless algorithm). A minimum requirement is the one in which

nodes need to retain information about their position, neighbours and desti-

nation positions. Additional information can be added such as: speed, links

cost, nodes communication range, energy level, cryptographic keys, etc. It is

desirable to avoid the situation where a large amount of information needs

to be gathered from the WSN and maintained at each node because this can

create high traffic, queues, congestion, overhead, latency, energy expenditure

[60].

7. Guaranteed message delivery - messages delivery from a source to a destination

for storage or further processing is guaranteed by routing algorithms [61].

The data delivery between two neighbouring nodes is guaranteed either at a

routing level or at the MAC level. As a consequence certain protocols choose

to simulate the MAC layer when the delivery performance is analysed.

8. Scalability - network performance does not need to be affected when the WSN

size is increasing by more nodes joining in. The performance of a routing pro-

tocol is influenced by the metric for which it was optimized such as obtaining

the best throughput, the lowest energy consumption, the smallest delays, etc..

Scalability is not measured in a particular way so stating that an algorithm

is, or is not, scalable is rather subjective.

9. Overhead - this can be classified as packet overhead or processing overhead.

Packet overhead leads to traffic overhead which means that a high number of

packets (data packets, control packets, acknowledge packets) will lead to an

increase in bandwidth consumption and data processing requirements. The

routing protocol design is very important because this can lead to a combi-

nation of unnecessary resource expenditure, such as computation time and

energy, memory and bandwidth.
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10. Adaptive to mobility - depending on the application requirements a routing

protocol may need to support mobile nodes. Node mobility will induce network

topology changes which can lead to an increase in traffic, overhead and energy

consumption [78].

11. Additional data - a routing protocol needs to be designed to meet the pur-

pose of a certain application so different requirements need to be addressed

such as network type, network recommendations (size, density, mobility) and

transmission type.

Different routing protocols proposed to support sink mobility in WSN are discussed

in the next section. It will be analysed how these can cope with a mobile sink which

follows the MMM.

3.2 Routing protocols used for mobile sink scenarios

To cope with the sink’s mobility, routing protocols choose different schemes such as:

use location updates through beacons (LAR [37], AODV [39], MRLG [79], CTP [80],

Direct Difussion [81] , Declarative Routing Protocol [82], GRAB [83], MobiRoute

[84]), keep tables (DREAM [85], DSR [38], Termit-hill [86]), use a forwarding area

shift (IGF [68]), use the perimeter forwarding (GPSR [74]), use partial flooding

(TTDD [9]), or a long time for pauses (MobiRoute [84]). These types of routing

protocols are discussed next. Another aspect which is studied herewith is how these

protocols support the MMM.

IGF (Implicit Geographic Forwarding) [68] is a state-free location based routing

protocol designed to perform optimally in dynamic scenarios. The authors state that

"routing to locations" takes place and not to "individual sensing devices". Figure 3.1

depicts an example of a topology where: source node (S) is transmitting a message
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towards the destination (D); r is the communication range of S; node R and A

represent the chosen next hop; N represents a node within communication range of S

that is not a candidate node. IGF uses the increased distance toward the destination

and energy remaining metrics into the route selection process. Candidate nodes are

the ones within a 30-degree angle of the line connecting S and D. It can be seen

that IGF does not establish a path first, it sends data trying to find a path. When

D moves at the WSN periphery following the MMM, the line connecting S and D

is continuously changing. Because of this S will fail to deliver data packets to D.

The data packets will be dropped once these reach the peripheral nodes and D is

not connected with the WSN. At this point S restarts the data transmission using

the previous known coordinate of D.

Figure 3.1: IGF Forwarding area for source S
[68]

In GPSR (Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing for Wireless Networks) [74] the po-

sitions of routers and destination are used for packet forwarding decision. GPSR

uses local topology information to find new routes quickly when the WSN topol-

ogy changes. It uses greedy forwarding and perimeter forwarding to select the next

best candidate to route the data packet, see Figure 3.2. When D follows the MMM
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and breaks the communication with the WSN, its neighbour will start a perime-

ter forwarding procedure. GPSR will remain stuck with this procedure if D moves

continuously and throughout its movement it will connect and disconnect with the

WSN frequently.

Figure 3.2: a) Greedy forwarding example, y is x’s closest neighbour to D; b) Node
x’s void with respect to destination D

[74]

MRLG (Mobile-sink Routing for Large Grids) [79] is a routing protocol which sup-

ports highly mobile sinks that move freely throughout the sensed area. The sink

broadcasts RREQ packets during its movement to inform all the WSN nodes about

its position. The rate at which these RREQ packets are sent can be changed ac-

cording to its velocity. When a link to reach a certain node is broken, its routing

entry is removed. MRLG will select the entries with fewest hops to reach the sink

from the list of downhill and peer nodes. If no next hop neighbours are found, the

sensor nodes will not send any data until the sink refreshes the routes. When the

sink follows the MMM and the link between it and the rest of the WSN breaks,

the sink tries to refresh the entire route. However this process will not be possible

when the sink moves outside the WSN area. Data packets reach the sink when it

reconnects with the WSN, only after the routes are refreshed. The sink will not

receive any data packets if its connectivity time with the WSN is less then the time
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needed by the sink to refresh the routes.

TTDD (Two-Tier Data Dissemination) [9] is designed to support multiple mobile

sinks. A sink will broadcast in the entire WSN information about its location. Mul-

tiple mobile sinks will lead to an increase in WSN energy consumption and packets

collision. TTDD uses grid structures constructed by each data source. Queries are

flooded within a local cell only (the cell in which the sink is) to make possible for

the sink to receive data continuously through its movement. A WSN scenario in

which TTDD is used is presented in Figure 3.3 where mobile sinks (soldiers) need to

receive data continuously. When the sink follows the MMM and breaks the commu-

nication with the WSN the cell corresponding to that sink is flooded with queries.

This process will continue until the sink rejoins the WSN which leads to high energy

consumption. Also, the sink will rejoin the WSN during its movement, but it will

use a different cell. This means that the grid structure needs to be periodically

refreshed by the source which leads to more energy consumption.

Figure 3.3: WSN scenario in which TTDD is used
[9]

MobiRoute [84] describes a scenario in which the sink is mobile and has high energy

reserves and all the other nodes are fixed with low energy reserves. The data delivery

delay induced by the sink’s high speed is considered to be tolerable because the

sink will pause its movement frequently at different anchor points. For the routing

overhead induced by the sink’s mobility to become negligible, it is required for the
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pause periods to be much longer than the moving periods. In MobiRoute beacon

messages are periodically sent by the sink. If a node misses the next beacon after

a certain time this will detect a link breakage and a new parent is chosen (which

is taken care by MintRoute [87] ). The rate at which beacons are sent needs to be

carefully considered to obtain a low energy consumption and not flood the WSN.

The data delivery delay, routing overhead and energy spent by the WSN will increase

if the sink will follow the MMM with no pause time throughout its movement. Also,

no data packets will reach the sink if it’s connectivity time with the WSN is smaller

than the time needed to establish a path.

Termit-Hill [86] is a routing algorithm that supports mobile sinks where data packets

are sent towards a strong pheromone path and the selection of next hop is always

randomly decided. Termite-hill uses routing tables and discovers routes only when

these are required. If no route is found in the tables then the node broadcasts the

request further. It can be said that the process to find a route towards a destination

which follows the MMM is time and energy consuming. This will not be successful

if the sink is connected with the WSN for short periods of time throughout its

movement. Also the tables needs to be refreshed periodically because the sink

changes its position which increases the energy consumption.

SEAD (Scalable Energy-efficient Asynchronous Dissemination protocol) [88] uses a

dissemination tree to send data to mobile sinks with the purpose to minimize the

energy consumption through the following steps: 1) it builds a dissemination tree;

2) it disseminates the data; 3) it maintains links (paths) to mobile sinks. To build an

optimal dissemination tree, stationary sensor nodes (terminals) will take the place of

the mobile sinks. To minimise the energy SEAD will select paths to these stationary

terminals. The forwarding delay will increase when the sinks will move away from

these terminals so there is a trade-off between minimizing this delay and reducing
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the energy spent on reconfiguring the tree. When the sinks follows the MMM data

packets that reach a sink’s terminal are dropped and a tree reconfiguration procedure

is required. This process will take place each time sink exits the WSN coverage area

which makes this protocol unsuitable for this type of mobility model.

Direct Diffusion [81] uses multiple gradient paths to send data from source to sink

where one or a small number of these paths are reinforced by the WSN. A straight-

forward application of reinforcement rules will cause all nodes downstream of the

lossy link to also initiate reinforcement procedures. This procedure will make sure

that a good path is found, but it will also increase the energy consumption. A

reinforcement procedure will start if the sink follows the MMM and breaks the com-

munication with the WSN which leads to high energy consumption. In addition to

this, there may not be sufficient time to find a path to the sink if the sink reconnects

with the WSN for short periods of time. Consequently, this protocol is not suitable

for the MMM model either.

DREAM [85] uses routing tables and a probabilistic method for selecting the direc-

tion in which a given node may be found. Routing information about the slower

moving nodes needs to be updated less frequently when compared to highly mobile

nodes. It considers a scenario in which mobile nodes continuously move in the WSN

area. So, a sink which follows the MMM has high chances not be in the WSN cover-

age area when data packets reach the WSN periphery. So it can be concluded that

DREAM will not support this type of mobility model.

MobiCluster[89] is proposed for a scenario in which a mobile node moves within a

periodic schedule following a fixed peripheral trajectory. Once the mobile sink joins

the WSN can start to receive data from a nearby cluster node. By using cluster

nodes MobiCluster will save the peripheral nodes from data transmission. This

enables a balanced energy consumption across the WSN. For a scenario in which
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real time communication is needed (the data needs to reach the sink as soon as it is

generated), the sink moves at the WSN without following a fixed trajectory and a

periodic schedule is not discussed. So the MMM characteristics are not supported

by this routing protocol either.

Different location prediction schemes are discussed in the next section. The study

is extended to analyse if the mobility models used for the simulations consider the

MMM characteristics.

3.3 Location prediction schemes used for mobile

sinks

A network-assisted sink navigation scheme is presented in [90] to analyse the sta-

bility and performance trade-offs of WSN with mobile sinks. The investigation also

analyses the amount of multi-hop routing that can be used in stable and efficient

data collection. The impact of multi-hop routing on energy and data collection de-

lay performance is studied. It is stated that the two most important design issues

are represented by the data collection delay and network lifetime. The best delay

can be achieved for static sinks but mobile sinks increase the WSN lifetime. The

trajectory followed by the sink should be designed based on a trade-off between the

data delivery delay and lifetime. However the authors do not consider the MMM

scenario where the sink connects and disconnects from the WSN frequently during

its movement.

[91] studies the effect of inaccurate location information caused by mobility under

different scenarios and mobility models. A scenario is proposed where GPSR uses the

perimeter mode forwarding to cope with a local maximum problem. This scenario

is defined by the authors as the LOOP problem. To solve this a destination location
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prediction scheme (DLP) is proposed. In DLP, a node checks to see if the source is in

its neighbour list before it makes a packet forwarding decision based on the location

information of the destination. If it is found, then the data is sent to it without any

other calculation. However, the situation where the sink joins and leaves the WSN

frequently is not considered such with the MMM model. For this type of scenario

DLP will not solve the local maximum problem where GPSR uses the perimeter

forwarding.

In [92] the authors also study coordination and communication problems in a Wire-

less Sensor and Actor Networks (WSANs) with mobile actors is studied. In this

network, sensors will detect events and send data using geographic routing to mo-

bile actors. Location updating and location prediction is used to handle the mobil-

ity of actors with minimum energy consumption for the sensors. Actors that move

whilst following predictable trajectories will need to update their position less fre-

quently than actors that follow temporally uncorrelated trajectories. Sensors will

estimate the location of their neighbouring actors with the help of a location predic-

tion scheme which will be influenced by the accuracy of the mobility model and the

efficiency of the prediction algorithm. The used mobility model does not consider

the scenario where a mobile actor can leave and join the WSAN as frequently as

with the MMM. Because of this the location prediction scheme proposed here will

not support a mobile node which follows the MMM.

In [93] a location-delay prediction scheme, based on a location-resource update pro-

tocol, which assists a QoS routing protocol is presented. An update protocol is used

which has two type of updates: a type 1 update which is generated periodically and

a type 2 update which is generated when there is a considerable change in the node’s

velocity or direction of movement. These updates will help a QoS routing protocol

to predict the location of a mobile sink at a certain period of time. However, the
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scenario in which the mobile sink will connect and disconnect frequently with the

WSN throughout its movement is not analysed.

In [94] aspects like a mobile node losing its connectivity due to the issues caused by

joining or leaving sensor nodes communication area within a WSN are discussed.

When a mobile node exists the communication range of its neighbours, it will start

a re-association procedure with a new coordinator which is in range. However,

due to mobility, the time for the re-association procedure might be to small. To

overcome this problem, a kernel moving average scheme is designed based on the

quality indicator prediction in the media access layer. The proposed scheme can

reduce the non-connectivity time of mobile sensor node through early performance

of the re-association procedure. This procedure is similar to the hand-off procedure

used in the cellular network. However the scenario in which the mobile node might

stay disconnected with the entire WSN for a certain period of time is not discussed,

hence the MMM model will not be supported.

In [95] a predictable mobility based communication paradigm that enables data

to directly route from a source to a moving sink by exploiting prediction of sink

trajectories is discussed. The mobile sink will need to move to a collection point to

receive the data generated by the source. So, the scenario in which the sink needs to

receive information fast is not considered. Also, the sink moves all the time withing

WSN coverage area so the MMM scenario is not discussed. It can be concluded that

this approach is not suitable for a scenario where the sink follows the MMM and it

needs to receive fast information from the WSN.

In [96] a method is presented for efficiently and reliably routing data packets from

a static information source to a mobile sink through a multi-hop wireless sensor

network. The mobile sink estimates and tracks its location, speed and acceleration

with a Kalman filter. The source predicts the location of the mobile sink. The
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prediction is updated by receiving messages from the mobile sink, containing its

current location, speed and acceleration. These messages are not periodically sent,

but only if the Euclidean norm of the error between the predicted state and the state

estimated by the Kalman filter exceeds a pre-defined threshold. However when the

mobile sink is not in WSN coverage area these updates are not sent. This will mean

that the MMM characteristics are not supported.

In [97] it is examined how mobility prediction is use to anticipate topology changes

and perform rerouting prior to route breaks. The link and route expiration time

are used in this process. It is assumed that as soon as a link between source and

destination breaks, a new link will be available. This means that the source is all

the time connected with the WSN during its movement. Because of this assumption

it can be said that MMM will not be supported by this mobility prediction scheme.

It can be concluded that the above location prediction schemes do not support the

MMM because they do not take into account the scenario in which the sink through-

out its movement will connect and disconnect with the WSN frequently. Because

delay tolerant networks (DTNs) embrace the concept of occasionally-connected net-

works that may suffer from frequent partitions [43] these are discussed next.

3.4 MMM and WSN delay tolerant characteristics

When the sink moves at the network periphery following the MMM, there are two

connectivity situations to consider: one regarding the communication of the nodes

amongst themselves and one regarding the communication between all the nodes

and the sink. The sink can become isolated and lose contact with the rest of the

nodes. This circumstance results in a WSN with the characteristics of Delay Tol-

erant Mobile Sensor Networks (DTMSN), namely: intermittent connectivity, long
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or variable delays, asymmetric data rates and high error rates [43], [98], [99], [100],

[101]. It is difficult to find a well-connected end-to-end path for all the sensors to

transmit data to the sink when it follows the MMM because it will enter and exit

the WSN coverage area frequently. This case is most often met in DTMSN networks

which embrace the concept of occasionally-connected networks that may suffer from

frequent partitions [43].

The assumption that is very difficult to form and maintain a path between sender

and sink is common in DTMSN. This happens because the sink will often exit the

WSN coverage area or it will move throughout voids within the network. Routing

protocols mainly replicate the data and flood the network to increase the chances

for it to reach the sink. Different improvements to this method are proposed with

the purpose to reduce the energy expenditure and increase the overall throughput

such as:

• A history based approach is presented in [102] (ZebraNet) and [103] (PROPHET)

to reduce the number of duplicates packets from the network.

• A direct contact approach (DataMule [104]) were MULEs collect data from

the sensors only when these are in close range after which the data is delivered

to wired access points.

• In MPAD [105], Vector Routing [106] and MTAD [107] the messages are repli-

cated (epidemic routing) and sent to nodes with a higher probability of meeting

the sink.

• In [108] it is considered that the sink traveling time between stops is negligible.

• The movement of the mobile sink is controlled in [109] to collect static sensors

reading.

• When and where to send data based on the delivery probability is presented
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in [110].

• [111] prescribes a delay tolerance level for the data to reach the mobile sink.

In DTMSNs, the choice of an appropriate routing algorithm is essential because

the successful establishment of end-to-end paths between the source and sink is

not guaranteed. Moreover, typical MANET routing protocols may not support

such characteristics because they can forward the data only when a path between

sender and sink exists [43]. In a DTMSN delays and faults are tolerable. Since

it is difficult to form a well-connected mesh network, the data delivery protocols

for conventional sensor networks relying on end-to-end connections simply fail to

achieve a satisfactory throughput and a tolerable delay [35], [43], [98], [112], [113],

[114]. [101] surveys routing protocols proposed for DTMSNs and states that only

high latency applications are used in such networks.

However, for the proposed military scenario where the sink follows the MMM from

Section 2.2, using a DTMSN routing protocol is not a solution even if the MMM

will add DTMSN characteristics to the WSN. The reason is that DTMSN routing

protocols require from the application itself the DTN characteristics to set up the

routing protocol. For our proposed scenario, the DTN characteristics are not known

nor are they specified by the application, but by the WSN scenario. In our case we

have a delay intolerant application (DIN) where the information needs to reach fast

to the sink.

It was discussed in this chapter that none of the MANET routing protocols, location

prediction schemes or DTMSNs routing protocols proposed to support mobile sinks

scenarios can be used for the military application presented in Section 2.2 where the

mobile sink follows the MMM (a DIN application where the WSN scenario has DTN

characteristics). It can be said that due to MMM characteristics, routing protocols

proposed to support mobile sinks in WSN will face the following challenges:
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• Path formation and maintenance - it will be difficult to find a path to a mobile

sink which will connect and disconnect with the WSN frequently throughout

its movement. This might not even be possible if the connected time intervals

are smaller than the time needed to find a path between sender and sink (the

distance between the source and the sink is high).

• Keeping a small energy consumption figure - to cope with mobile sinks routing

protocols choose to broadcast hello packets in the entire WSN to keep the sink

locations up to date for all nodes or to replicate the data in the network and

send it to all nodes. This process will consume a high amount of energy.

• Obtaining a satisfactory throughput - data packets will be dropped by sinks

neighbours when this is not connected with the WSN. It is difficult to reduce

the number of dropped packets if there is not knowledge about the time and

place the sink will connect and disconnect with the WSN.

• Keeping a low end to end delay - it will be difficult to send fast data packets

to a sink which follows the MMM for a real time communication scenario not

knowing sink’s exact position at a certain time.

In the next chapter three WSN simulators are analysed and compared. It will be

shown through Qualnet simulations that five routing protocols do not support the

MMM.
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supported by existing routing

protocols

This chapter presents, through Qualnet simulations, that five MANETs routing

protocols do not support a mobile sink which follows the MMM. In Section 4.1

three WSN’s simulation environments are discussed and compared. The routing

protocols used to send the data packets from the source to the mobile sink are

presented and discussed in Section 4.2. These routing protocols were chosen because

all of them are performant routing protocols recommended for MANETs and are

available in the Qualnet library. The simulation topology used for the Qualnet

simulations is presented in Section 4.3 together with the obtained results when the

distance between the mobile sink and WSN is varied. Also simulations are made

when different MAC protocols are used. Conclusions are presented at the end of the

chapter.
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4.1 WSN simulation environments

Three WSN simulators are presented with both advantages and disadvantages. The

simulation process is a very important step in WSN design. The simulation process

is chosen when:

• The WSN designer wishes to test different network performances.

• A new algorithm needs to be tested like a routing protocol, MAC protocol,

etc.

• The interaction between different network layers needs to be observed.

• To predict different problems that can appear later at a WSN implementation

stage, problems that can at this point lead to waste of money, time or hardware

equipment.

• Different network parameters need to be tuned or calculated for different case

scenarios before switching on a real WSN platform.

4.1.1 Network Simulator 2 (NS2)

The Network Simulator 2 (NS2) [115] is a powerful tool used for WSNs simulations.

Some advantages and disadvantages are discussed as follows:

1. Advantages:

• It is free, so there are many discussions and recommendations on how to

use it.

• You can run built in examples quick and obtain detailed results.

• It is developing fast and new versions appear on a regularly basis. So it

becomes more stable.
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• The simulations are running fast.

• Obtain good trace files.

2. Disadvantage:

• It uses two programming languages, TCL and C++.

• Poor graphic visualization of scenarios/simulations which are limited to

static scenarios.

• You cannot make quick modifications to your scenario (i.e. drag and

drop).

• For adding new patches you need the right version for which the patch

was developed.

• It is developing fast so it is harder to use the available code source on the

web.

• When developing a new routing protocol you need to define functions

in C++ and use them in the TCL script, so there are not pre-defined

functions.

• Difficult to install on Windows, so you need Linux (or Unix) basic knowl-

edge and two operating systems installed on your computer.

4.1.2 Qualnet simulator

QualNet Developer [116] provides a comprehensive environment for designing net-

work protocols, creating and visualizing network scenarios under use-specified con-

ditions, and analyzing their performance. QualNet Developer is composed of the

following tools:

• QualNet Scenario Designer — A graphical scenario design tool.
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• QualNet Animator — A graphical scenario animation tool.

• QualNet 3D Visualizer — A 3-D scenario animation tool.

• QualNet Analyzer — A graphical statistical analyzing tool.

• QualNet Packet Tracer — A graphical packet tracing tool.

• QualNet Command Line Interface — Command line access to the simulator

QualNet Developer enables users to:

• Design new protocol models.

• Optimize new and existing models.

• Design large wired and wireless networks using SNT-provided ( Scalable Net-

work Technologies) or user-designed models.

• Analyze the performance of networks and perform “what-if” analysis to opti-

mize them.

• Perform cross-layer optimization of wireless network stacks.

The user can modify the: Application Layer, Transport Layer, Network Layer, Mac

Layer, Physical Layer, Communication Medium, Node Mobility. The key features

of QualNet Developer which enable the creation of a virtual network environment

(VNE) are:

• Speed - Can support real-time speed to enable software-in-the-loop, network

emulation, and hardware-in-the-loop modeling. Faster speed enables model

developers and network designers to run multiple “what-if” analysis by varying

model, network, and traffic parameters in a short time.

• Scalability - Supports thousands of nodes by taking advantage of the latest

software, hardware and parallel computing techniques. The base QualNet

Developer product can run multiple threads simultaneously to benefit from
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the latest multi-core processors. Advanced versions of QualNet Developer

can run on cluster, multi-core, and mulch-processor systems to model large

networks with high fidelity.

• Model Fidelity - Uses highly detailed standards-based implementation of pro-

tocol models. It also includes advanced models for the wireless environment

to enable more accurate modeling of real-world networks.

• Portability - Its library of models run on a vast array of platforms, including

Linux, Solaris, Windows, and Mac OS operating systems, distributed and

cluster parallel architectures, and both 32- and 64-bit computing platforms.

Users can develop a protocol model or design a network in QualNet Developer

on their desktop or laptop computer and then transfer and run it on a powerful

mulch-processor Linux server to perform capacity, performance, and scalability

analysis.

• Extensibility - Can connect to other hardware and software applications and

third party visualization software, greatly enhancing the value of the network

model.

• Compiling - In order to modify the QualNet source code, or add customized

models, a recompilation of the main executable file is needed. The QualNet

installation guide provides instructions for compiling QualNet on Windows

and UNIX (Linux, Solaris, and Mac OS) platforms. Instructions for activating

add-ons can also be found in the installation guide.

The following advantages are specific to QualNet:

• Easy to start, a first simulation can be run in less then 1h.

• Easy to modify an existing scenario by changing routing protocols, MAC pro-

tocols, mobility models, etc.
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• Easy to visualize and analyze the obtained simulation results.

• Run multiple simulations in batch mode.

• Specify range of values for each variable and run all possible combinations.

• Compare multiple sets of data on the same graphic.

• Modify the existing protocols and create new protocols with the help of pre-

defined functions in an C++ environment (Microsoft Visual Studio)

• Graphical visualization.

• Available documentation.

Also there are some disadvantages like:

• Not a free software so it is not used frequently.

• It will be hard to share your problems with others.

4.1.3 MATLAB simulator

MATLAB [117] is a powerful mathematical simulation tool. For WSNs it is used

to simulate different mathematical models used in routing, MAC protocols or other

layers. Some advantages and disadvantages are presented further.

Advantages:

• Good to test an idea for a certain layer (ex: routing, localization, etc.) .

• Good to analyze the data obtained from real-time (hardware) simulations,

80% are using it.

• Good to develop mathematical models.

• Fast simulations.

• Mathematical based language simulation which is easy to use.
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• Well known, well used, well developed software.

Disadvantages:

• No WSN library, no stack layers so it is difficult to simulate an entire WSN

topology.

• A mathematical model needs to be built to test ideas so advance mathematical

skills are required.

• It is not a free software.

It can be drawn the conclusion that choosing the right simulation environment can

be a very important task because of different advantages and disadvantages that each

simulation tool has. For simulating mathematical models one can use MATLAB.

For simulating the entire layers of a wireless sensor network NS or Qualnet can be

considered. Qualnet is used in this chapter (Section 4.3) to prove that five MANETs

routing protocols do not support a sink which follows the MMM. Why these five

routing protocols were chosen for the simulation is discussed next.

4.2 Routing protocols used for the Qualnet

simulation

It was desired to observe the effects of the MMM on routing protocols which use

different strategies to find and maintain a path between the source (S) and desti-

nation (D). The following five routing protocols with different characteristics were

chosen:

• LAR - does not keep any tables and uses a route request zone to reduce the

energy consumption. A path from S to D is searched when needed which

means that this is a reactive routing protocol.
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• DSR - is also a reactive routing protocol where S saves in cache different routes

to D. When a route is broken the next one is tested. When all the routes are

broken a path discovery process starts and route request packets are sent in

the entire WSN.

• AODV - is also a reactive routing protocol and it uses traditional routing tables

with only one entry per destination. It uses sequence numbers to avoid routing

loops and keep updated the routes. Hello messages are used to maintain paths.

• DYMO - enables reactive, multihop unicast routing between participating

routers and uses a route discovery and a route maintenance procedure. The

links over which traffic is flowing are monitored to keep the routes fresh and

react to topology changes.

• Bellman Ford - is a proactive algorithm where each node maintains tables with

different cost functions to all the other nodes from the network.

Many authors used LAR, AODV and DSR to compare their performance with new

proposed routing protocols designed to support sink mobility in WSN or for different

mobile WSN scenarios analysis such as:

• In [118], [119], [120], and [121] AODV is used to compare the performance of

different mobility models in WSN, to evaluate different mobility conditions or

to analyse the impact of mobile sinks.

• The Spatial Vector Routing Protocol [122], the Energy Aware Geographic

Routing Protocol (EAGPR) [123], SPEED [124], GPSR [74], Termite-Hill [86],

IGF [68] and DREAM [85] are compared with LAR, AODV or DSR.

Bellman Ford and DYMO are two protocols recommended to support mobility in

WSN and were also chosen because of their availability in Qualnet. A short analysis

of these five routing protocols functionality is presented further.
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LAR [37] uses a request zone that is rectangular in shape (as depicted in Figure 4.1)

to limit the area in which a path from the source (S) to the destination (D) is

searched. It is assumed that S knows the coordinates (Xd, Yd) and speed of D at a

certain time t0. At time t1 node S initiates a new route discovery for destination D

and it defines the expectation zone for D to be the circle of radius R = v ∗ (t1 − t0)

centered at location (Xd, Yd). When a node receives a route request, it discards

the request if the node is not within the rectangle specified by the four corners

included in the route request. For instance, in Figure 4.1, if node I receives the

route request from another node, then it forwards the request to its neighbours,

because it determines that it is within the rectangular request zone. However, when

node J receives the route request, it discards the request, as node J is not within

the request zone.

Figure 4.1: LAR route request zone
[37]

DSR [38] is a reactive routing protocol in which nodes request routing information

only when needed. It is based on source routing concept, where the sender (S)

constructs a source route in the packet’s header to the destination (D). So S knows
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the complete hop-by-hop route to D and these routes are stored in a route cache. If

S wants to send data packets to D, it will first search in its route cache a path to it

and a route discovery process is initiated by S if such information is not available.

During the route discovery process the network is flooded with route request (RREQ)

packets. If a path is found, S will receive a route reply packet listing the route hops

to D. DSR utilizes a route maintenance scheme which uses the data link layer

acknowledgments to learn of any lost links. If any lost link was detected, a route

error control packet is sent to the originating node. The node will remove that hop

in error from the host’s route cache, and all routes that contain this hop must be

truncated at that point.

AODV [39] shares DSR’s on-demand characteristics which means that it also dis-

covers routes when needed via a similar route discovery process. Different from

DSR, AODV uses traditional routing tables with only one entry per destination.

To prevent routing loops and keep updated the routes, AODV uses sequence num-

bers maintained at each destination which are carried by all routing packets. In

AODV the source nodes do not maintain a complete hop-by-hop path to reach the

destination like in DSR. An important characteristic of AODV is the maintenance

of timer-based states in each node, regarding utilization of individual routing table

entries. A routing table entry is expired if not used recently. If no information

of the destination is found in the routing table, the path discovery process starts

by broadcasting a route request control message “RREQ” that propagates in the

forward path. If a neighbour knows the route to the destination, it replies with

a route reply control message “RREP” that propagates through the reverse path.

Hello messages are used to maintain paths and detect if neighbours are still in con-

nectivity range. A route maintenance scheme is used when a link is lost by initiating

route request control messages.
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The Dynamic MANET On-demand (DYMO) routing protocol [40], [41], [42] en-

ables reactive, multihop unicast routing between participating routers. The DYMO

protocol uses a route discovery and a route maintenance procedure. In the route

discovery, RREQ packets are sent from S in the entire network through a hop-by-

hop dissemination process. Each intermediate DYMO router will record a route to

S. When D receives the RREQ, it responds with a RREP sent hop-by-hop toward

S. Each intermediate DYMO router that receives the RREP creates a route to the

target, and then the RREP is unicast hop-by-hop towards S. When S receives the

RREP it means that routes are established between it and D. Route maintenance

consists of two operations. The routes in used are preserved by extending their

lifetimes when packets are successfully sent. To keep the routes fresh and react to

changes in the network topology, links over which traffic is flowing are monitored.

A route error (RERR) is sent toward S to indicate the current route to a particular

D is invalid or missing when no path is found. S deletes the route when it receives

the RERR packet and if it needs to send data to D again, it will need to perform

a route discovery. Sequence numbers are used to ensure loop freedom and to avoid

the use of stale routing information.

Bellman-Ford is a proactive algorithm [40], [41], [42] in which nodes maintain dis-

tance tables to all nodes from which the shortest path can be calculated between S

and D. By periodically changing information with neighbouring nodes the informa-

tion from the tables is always updated. Each node will maintain a table to all nodes

from the network with different costs such as the distance, time to transmit on the

path, number of hops, latency, number of outgoing packets, etc.

The Qualnet simulation topology and results are presented further for a mobile sink

which follows the MMM and were the above described five routing protocols are

used to send data from S to D.
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4.3 Simulation topology and results

Figure 4.2: WSN military application scenario proposal

For the Qualnet simulations, a military application is considered (Figure 4.2) where,

the mobile sink D travels at the WSN periphery to collect data. In [44] a similar

scenario is discussed but a delay tolerant application is considered. While the study

in [44] assumes a fixed delay tolerant level for each WSN node, in the currently

proposed scenario the information needs to reach D very quickly, so no delays are

permitted. Military applications have very stringent requirements when it comes to

real time data delivery so it can be considered a DIN application. Using a DTMSN

routing protocol is not a solution even if the WSN has DTMSN characteristics. A

DTMSN routing protocol is designed based on the DTN characteristics received from

the application itself. However, for our proposed scenario, the DTN characteristics

are not known nor are they triggered by the application but by the WSN scenario.

A simple grid topology where 20 nodes are uniformly distributed like it is presented

in Figure 4.3 is used. Each node has a transmission range of 430 meters. The

distance between nodes was chosen to be 424 meters so beacon collisions can be
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Figure 4.3: Qualnet simulation scenario

avoided. The network area has a rectangular shape where the data source (S) is

the node from the bottom left-hand corner (node 1) and the mobile destination

D (node 21) is the node from up right-hand corner. A constant bit rate (CBR)

application layer is considered which generates constant traffic during the entire

simulation. LAR, AODV, DSR, DYMO and Bellman-Ford are the routing protocols

used to send data from S to D. The MAC 802.11 is used. Besides specifying the

routing protocol, nodes position and MAC layer all the other parameters are the

ones defined by default in Qualnet and these were not changed.

Four different scenarios are used as follows:

• In the first scenario S sends one data packet per second to a static D for a 55

seconds time period. D receives 54 data packets for each of the five routing

protocols (the first packet is lost because of the 1 second set up time of the

wireless sensor network). For this first scenario all the five routing protocols

manage to send all the data to the mobile node. The path which is chosen

by each protocol is presented in Figure 4.4. This proves that the Qualent
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Figure 4.4: Selected paths by routing protocols for a static sink

simulation was done properly and that one second is sufficient time for the

WSN setup.

• For the second scenario a mobile D is considered which moves with a speed

of 30m/s following the Path 1 as it is presented in Figure 4.5. The distance

between D and WSN is noted d(D,WSN) and is chosen to be 0 meters. For

the entire simulation each routing protocol sends 54 packets, with 1 packet

less when compared with the static scenario. This packet is lost because time

is lost searching new routes when D exits the communication range of the

periphery nodes.

• Because the nodes communication range (R) is 430 meters, the maximum

distance that can be chosen between D and WSN is considered to be around

424 meters. It is not considered to be R because we need to have time for a path

to be found and some packets sent before D exits its neighbour communication

range. For the third scenario Path 2 is considered for the mobileD as presented
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in Figure 4.5 where d(D,WSN) = 244 meters was chosen as an intermediary

distance between 0 meters and 424 meters. It can be seen that for this scenario

D travels all the time connected with the WSN but the total time that travels

in the WSN range is smaller when compared with Path 1 (D leaves sooner

the coverage area of node 16). For this scenario LAR sends 51 data packets,

AODV and DYMO 52, DSR 49 and Bellman-Ford 43.

• For the fourth scenario D moves following Path 3 (d(D,WSN) = 424 meters

as it is presented in Figure 4.5 ). It can be seen that the for this case the

total time that D travels disconnected with the WSN is maximum. During

its movement, the mobile node will join first the network for a short period

of time through node 20, it will then exit the coverage area of the network

and move toward node 19 coverage. It will join node 19 for a short period of

time and move through it. It then moves through node 18 and so on until it

will reach node 16. In this scenario Bellman Ford and DSR fail to successfully

send any data packets to the mobile node because the time that D is connected

with the WSN throughout its movement is to small for a path to be found.

AODV sends 3 out of 55 data packets, DYMO sends 8 and LAR 43. From

these simulation results it can be observed that LAR sends 79% of data to the

mobile node however the first packet that reaches the mobile node is at 43.03

seconds (of the 55 seconds simulation period).

In Figure 4.6 the results which are obtained by sending data packets to the mo-

bile node as the distance between it and the network is varied, are presented. In

Figure 4.7 the average end to end delay (AETED) (the average time it takes a data

packet to reach the destination) for LAR is presented. It can be observed that this

delay increases when the distance between the mobile node and the WSN coverage

area increases. For the worst case scenario, when the mobile node is at a maximum
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Figure 4.5: Different paths used for D

distance from the WSN area and the connectivity time is very small in comparison

with the non connectivity time, the average end to end delay is around 21 seconds.

This means that for time sensitive applications none of the five routing protocols

considered can be used when the mobile sink follows the MMM. Because of this a

new routing protocol needs to be developed which can support this model.

The speed of the mobile node influences the connectivity time with the WSN cov-

erage area. Because of this, new simulations were carried out varying the speed of

the mobile node between 5 m/s and 30 m/s. The distance between the mobile node

and the WSN coverage area was set to 424 meters (the maximum distance). The

results obtained are presented in Figure 4.8. The packet delivery ratio is kept under

a satisfactory value if the speed of the mobile is varied up to 30m/s. LAR performs

well and manages to send between 40 and 55 data packets (from a total of 56 data

packets) during the speed variation of the mobile node. Figure 4.9 further presents

the average end to end delay for LAR. From these simulations it can be concluded

that none of the five routing protocols manage to send an acceptable number of data

packets (over 90%) with an acceptable average end to end delay (i.e. less then 5

seconds) when the mobile node follows the marginal mobility model with a varying
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Figure 4.6: Packets received when the D to WSN distance is varied

speed and distance between it and the WSN coverage area. The MAC and routing

layer interactions are discussed further.

4.3.1 MAC and routing layer interactions

In [125] it is shown that MAC level interactions play the primary role in determining

the behavior of chains in a multi-hop wireless network. Two interesting observations

are made:

1. MAC level interactions play a primary role in how multiple chain interactions.

Other factors such as contention unfairness play a smaller role.

2. A chain that is well behaved with respect to self-interference is more immune

to interference from another chain.
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Figure 4.7: LAR AETED when the D to WSN distance is varied

The effect of mobility and interaction between various input parameters on the

performance of protocols designed for wireless ad-hoc networks is studied in [51].

Authors’ important objective is to analyze the interaction of the routing and MAC

layer protocols under different mobility parameters. Three basic mobility models

are used: grid mobility model, random way-point model and exponential correlated

random model. AODV, DSR and LAR are the protocols used in the paper together

with MACA, 802.111 and CSMA MAC protocols. Performance parameters like

throughput, latency, number of packets received and long term fairness are analyzed.

A comprehensive simulation based experimental is conducted to characterize the

interaction between MAC, routing protocols, nodes’ speed and injection rates in

mobile ad-hoc networks. The evaluation criteria’s used in this paper are: latency,

total number of packets received throughput and long term fairness. Some main
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Figure 4.8: Packets sent by LAR, AODV, DSR, Bellman Ford and DYMO when
D’s speed is varied

conclusion of this paper can be summarized as follow:

• The performance of the network varies widely with varying mobility models,

packet injection rates and speeds.

• MAC layer protocols interact with routing layer protocols so it is not meaning-

ful to speak about a MAC or routing layer in isolation. These interactions are

measured by the variation in the number of control packets generated by each

layer. The results show that the routing protocol can significantly affect the

MAC layer protocol and vice-versa. The pats that are chosen by the routing

protocol induce a virtual network by exciting the MAC protocols at particular

nodes. On the other hand, contention at the MAC layer can cause a routing

protocol to respond by initiating new route queries an routing table updates.

These interactions lead to trade-offs between the amount of control packets

generated by each layer.
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Figure 4.9: LAR AETED when D’s speed is varied

It is analysed further how different MAC protocols can influence the overall network

performances when the same routing protocol is used. For the following simulations,

the distance between D and WSN is set to a maximum value of 424 m and LAR

is used for routing. The following MAC protocols are considered: MACA, CSMA,

ALOHA, 802.11 and 802.11e. For TDMA no results were obtained. The total

number of sent packets are presented in Figure 4.10 and the AETED in Figure 4.11

Based on this simulations it can be seen that the MAC protocol influence the total

data packets sent to the mobile node. For the MMM the best results are obtained

using the MACA protocol for MAC and LAR for routing. However the AETED is

still not acceptable. It can be said that, based on the results obtained, the MAC

protocol influence the routing protocol so in order to have the best results a perfect

combination between these two is needed.
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Figure 4.10: Packets sent by LAR when different MAC protocols are used

4.4 Conclusion

It was shown through Qualnet simulations that five MANET routing protocols can-

not support a mobile sink which follows the MMM. For these simulations a simple

WSN scenario was proposed where 20 nodes are uniformly distributed. The mobile

node is considered to be placed in one corner of the WSN topology. For the sim-

ulations the distance between the mobile node and WSN coverage area was varied

together with its speed. The mobile node receives data packets from the network,

where the node placed in the opposite corner is considered to be the data source.

From the simulations carried out the following conclusions can be drawn. The dis-

tance between the mobile node and the WSN coverage area dramatically influences

the total packets that are sent to D Figure 4.6. The connectivity time is influenced

by the distance. When the distance is 0 meters the connectivity time is at a max-

imum so the routing protocols can deliver all the data packets to the mobile node.

As the distance between the mobile destination node and the WSN coverage area
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Figure 4.11: AETED obtained by LAR when different MAC protocols are used

increases, the time that the destination node stays connected with the rest of the

network nodes decreases. In this case the packet delivery ratio drops significantly

for all the routing protocols except LAR. However the large values obtained for the

AETED for LAR in Figure 4.7 confirm that this routing protocol cannot satisfac-

torily support the MMM. The speed of the mobile node also influences the total

number of sent packets as seen in Figure 4.8. All the five routing protocols fail to

obtain a good packet delivery ratio or a small end to end delay when the speed of the

mobile node is varied between 5m/s and 30m/s. It can be concluded based on the

simulations carried out in this paper that AODV, DYMO, DSR, LAR or Bellman

Ford do not adequately support the MMM so the assumptions made in [8] are now

validated through simulations.

In the next chapter the Peripheral Routing Protocols (PRP) which is a new protocol

proposed to support the MMM is described.
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In the previous chapter it was shown that different MANETs routing protocols

have a poor performance for a WSN scenario in which the source (S) sends data

packets to a mobile sink (D) which resides at the WSN periphery and which follows

the MMM model. The Peripheral Routing Protocol (PRP) is a routing protocol

proposal designed to obtain good results for this type of scenario. In this chapter

details are provided about the necessity and functionality of this protocol such as:

the conditions under which PRP is required for use (Section 5.1), the method of

calculation for the next neighbour ID of D (Section 5.2), the calculation of the time

duration that D travels outside the WSN (Section 5.3) and the recovery measures

PRP uses to save power for worst case scenarios (Section 5.4).

PRP is a hybrid routing protocol: it uses a routing protocol recommended for

MANETs (such as LAR) to search for a path and send data packets from S to

the nodes at the WSN periphery and a peripheral routing algorithm (noted PRA)

to estimate when and where the D will rejoin the WSN. So it can be stated that

PRP is a combination of LAR and PRA. PRP needs to share both the mobile rout-

ing protocol characteristics recommended for MANETs (for the high connectivity

part of the network it uses LAR) and DTMSNs routing protocols characteristics

(for the low connectivity part it uses PRA). PRP improves on LAR by providing

a LAR-enabled WSN with guidance for the zone request definition to help with
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path discovery and pre-emptive sending of packets to the estimated neighbour. A

flow chart is presented in Figure 5.1 to explain how PRP works; it shows the blocks

related to LAR in black colour and the blocks related to PRA in blue:

• LAR: S uses LAR to find the shortest path to D and send data packets. For

this, route request packets (RREQs) are sent in an area which is calculated

based on S and D coordinates [126].

• PRA: When D exits the WSN, its connectivity factor and probability of

switching direction of movement are calculated. If both values are smaller

than a certain threshold, then the next neighbour of D is estimated. S will

find a path to the next neighbour of D using LAR and will start sending

packets to its buffer. When D re-joins the WSN, its neighbour will send the

packets held in the buffer. D will start to receive data packets directly from

S again when the buffer is empty.

Figure 5.1: PRP flow chart
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Figure 5.2: WSN Grid Topology

PRA uses information for D such as the connectivity factor, direction of movement

and the probability of switching direction to estimate the next neighbour of D. The

calculation of these values is explained further through the use of a simple grid

topology which is presented in Figure 5.2 (it has a grid spacing of 90 m and 100 m

node range). Node 1 which is the S needs to send data packets to node 36, which is

the D. D moves from right to left in the northern part of the WSN, following the

MMM.

When PRP is needed to be used is discussed in the next section.
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5.1 When PRP is used

This section explains when a peripheral neighbour of D can decide that PRP needs

to be used. Figure 5.3 aids in the presentation of the conditions a node needs to met

in order to reside at the WSN periphery. When the WSN is set up, a localisation

process begins and all nodes are informed of their positions (coordinates) in the

WSN [127]. Any localisation process may result in location errors which means that

each node position is an estimation. Each node will gather information about its

own coordinates and that of the other nodes.

If it is considered that NWSN = {Ni (xi, yi) , i = 1, n} represents all the nodes from

the WSN area, then for each node Na, Na ⊂ NWSN which is not at the periphery

means that it will need to have nodes in four geographic directions: north-east (NE),

south-east (SE), south-west (SW) and north-west (NW). For this, Na will search

to see if ∃ Nb, ∀b = 1, n, for which at least one condition from the Eq. 5.1 is not

satisfied:

Cond =



xb > xa; yb > ya; NE condition

xb > xa; yb < ya; SE condition

xb < xa; yb < ya; SW condition

xb < xa; yb > ya; NW condition

. (5.1)

If at least one condition from Eq. 5.1 is not satisfied then it means that node Na

is a periphery node and it will be in the WSN geographic direction for which the

condition was not satisfied. For example in Figure 5.3 a WSN network is considered.

It can be seen that for N2, the NE condition is not satisfied so it means that N2 is

a periphery node which resides at the north-east WSN periphery (NE). If two con-

ditions from Eq. 5.1 are not satisfied, for example NE condition and SE condition
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Figure 5.3: WSN periphery nodes

(N1 in Figure 5.3) then it means that N1 is a node which resides at the WSN East

periphery (E). If three conditions are satisfied ( for example node N3), it means that

the node is placed at the WSN periphery in a corner.

For irregular WSN scenarios (more realistic shapes, as depicted in Figure 5.4 a), if

the conditions presented by Eq. 5.1 are tested for N1, it will be concluded that N1

is not a periphery node because it has nodes in all four geographic directions. For

this, Eq. 5.1 can be rewritten as:

Cond =



xa + ρ > xb > xa; ya + ρ > yb > ya; NE condition

xa + ρ > xb > xa; ya + ρ < yb < ya; SE condition

xa + ρ < xb < xa; ya + ρ < yb < ya; SW condition

xa + ρ < xb < xa; ya + ρ > yb > ya; NW condition

, (5.2)

where ρ is considered to be the perimeter length in which the nodes are searched

and it can be chosen based on the WSN size and node communication range. Figure

5.4 b) shows the area determined by xa + ρ, xa − ρ, ya + ρ and yb − ρ (noted H) in
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which N1 will search to see if there are nodes in NE, NW, SE and SW. It can be

observed that no nodes are detected in the SE region which makes N1 a periphery

node. This means that Eq. 5.2 is more suitable to determine the peripheral nodes

for realistic WSN topologies.

Figure 5.4: a) Periphery node scenario for Eq.5.1; b) Periphery node scenario for
Eq. 5.2

Once the periphery nodes are determined, the next step will be to establish if PRP

needs to be used. It is considered that D records and saves information regarding

previous connections with the network during its movement: the amount of time

it was able to communicate with the rest of the nodes (noted TC – connectivity

time) and the period of time it was out of the range of its neighbours (noted TD –

disconnectivity time). Based on this information, its neighbours will calculate the

connectivity factor (CF ) using Eq. 5.3:

CF = TC
TC + TD

∗ 100. (5.3)

CF is 100% when D communicates with the network without interruption during

its movement. CF will be compared with CT which is a threshold value established

by the user and it is influenced by the application requirements, network topology

and size, etc. For example, an application can demand that D is connected with
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the network 95% of the time so that the dedicated data is quickly delivered. In

this case CT = 95% and if CF < CT it means that the sink node does not keep a

good connection with the network, so the PRP needs to be used by the peripheral

neighbours of D to send the data packets. Otherwise, if CF > CT a MANET routing

protocol will be used such as LAR.

It is explained further how D’s next neighbour ID is calculated.

5.2 D’s next neighbour ID estimation

Once D′s neighbour establishes that PRP needs to be used, based on the CF value,

D’s direction of movement and time that D travels disconnected until it will re-join

the WSN (TD) needs to be calculated. Based on these values S will know which is

D’s next neighbour ID (through which node D will re-join the WSN). S will send

packets to D’s next neighbour buffer only for TD seconds to avoid the situation in

which D will not re-join the WSN through the estimated neighbour or it will not

re-join the WSN at all. Although their location is known, D’s current neighbour

needs to determine the D’s next neighbour node ID. Also, because of the location

errors, TD will be an estimated value.

D can have restrictions when it comes to power, hardware or communication time

and because of this two scenarios are possible when D needs to send hello packets

after it breaks the communication with its neighbour:

1. No constraints for D. In this case D will start to send hello packets to

rejoin the WSN as soon as it breaks its communication with its neighbour.

2. D has constraints. D needs to start and send hello packets to rejoin the

WSN when it reaches its next neighbour communication area. For this case

TD needs to be calculated.
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For both scenarios, because D can change its direction of movement at any time

and because the location error can influence the value obtained for TD, these values

are estimated values.

D’s direction of movement needs first to be calculated to estimate D’s next neigh-

bour ID. It is assumed that a periphery node i (Ni) knows if its position is at the

network periphery (as it was shown in Section 5.1). P represents the set of peripheral

nodes of the network: P = {PN
⋃
PS

⋃
PE

⋃
PW}, where PN , PS, PE and PW are

the set of peripheral nodes from the north, south, east and west side of the network.

PN = [N30, N28, N26] for the scenario presented in Figure 5.2. Let Xi be the connec-

tivity indicator between a peripheral node i (Ni) and D, where Xi = 1 if Ni is con-

nected withD andXi = 0 if it is not connected. A peripheral connectivity vector can

be defined as PCV = [Xi], iεP , and PCV = {PCVN
⋃
PCVS

⋃
PCVE

⋃
PCVW},

where PCVN , PCVS, PCVE and PCVW are the north, south, east and west con-

nectivity vectors. If PCV b
N , PCV b

S , PCV b
E and PCV b

W are the binary values for

PCVN , PCVS, PCVE and PCVW , we can define PCV d
N , PCV d

S , PCV d
E and PCV d

W

as the values for PCV b
N , PCV b

S , PCV b
E and PCV b

W in decimal. In the scenario pre-

sented in Figure 5.2, at time t1, D is connected with node 30 so PCVN,t1 = [001],

PCV b
N,t1 = 001 and PCV d

N,t1 = 1. If at t2 D is connected with node 28 and

PCVN,t2 = [010], PCV b
N,t2 = 010 and PCV d

N,t2 = 2 so it can be said that D moved

from the right to the left because PCV d
N,t2≥ PCV d

N,t1 .

A neighbour of D, at a certain moment in time ti, can decide if D is moving left

or right by comparing PCV d
ti
with PCV d

ti−1
. Let Dm be the direction of movement

indicator where:

Dm =


0, mobile node moves to left, if PCV d

ti
> PCV d

ti−1

1, mobile node moves to right, if PCV d
ti
< DPCV d

ti−1

. (5.4)
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If D switches the direction of movement frequently, knowing Dm is not sufficient for

D’s neighbours to inform S where to send the data (to either the peripheral node’s

neighbour on their left or on their right). Because of this we use D’s probability of

switching direction of movement at tβ, noted Pαtβ :

Pαtβ =
αtβ − 1

sum(Mxtβ
)− 1; (5.5)

Mxtβ
=

β∑
i=1

PCVti ; (5.6)

where Mxtβ
represents the sum of the connectivity vectors generated at different

periods of time ti, i = 1, β; αtβ = max(Mxtβ
) represents the element with the

highest value and sum(Mxtβ
) represents the sum of all vector elements.If Pαtβ <

Pαr , where Pαr is a threshold value imposed by the application requirements, it

means that D moves following the direction of movement estimated by Dm. A short

example of how the probability of switching the direction of movement based on

the scenario presented in Figure 5.2 is explained further. If it is assumed that at

t1 D (node 36) is connected with node 30, then the north peripheral connectivity

vector at t1 is PCVN,t1 = [0, 0, 1] and Mxt1
= [001]. If, at t2, D moves from

right to left and joins the WSN through node 28, then PCVN,t2 = [0, 1, 0] and

Mx,t2 = [001] + [010] = [011]. At t3, D joins the WSN area through node 26, then

PCVN,t3 = [1, 0, 0], and Mxt2
= [001] + [010] + [100] = [111]. At t4, D moves from

left to right and enters the connectivity area of node 28, so PCVn,t4 = [0, 1, 0], and

Mx,t4 = [111] + [010] = [121]. So, during its movement from t1 to t4, D moved

from the connectivity areas of node 30 to node 28, then 26 and back to node 28.

It moved 3 times and changed the movement direction once. So based on Eq. 5.5,
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Pαt4 = 100 ∗ 2−1
4−1 = 33. It can be concluded that D has a probability of switching

direction of 33%. The calculated probability is compared with a threshold value and

based on the result, D’s neighbour can estimate if D will re-join the WSN through

its right or left peripheral neighbour.

Once D’s direction of movement is known, D’s neighbour can estimate through

which node D will rejoin the WSN: through its peripheral neighbour from the left

or from the right. It was previously explained that when D leaves the WSN area,

its neighbour will inform S to send the data packets to the next neighbour of D.

S will start sending packets to it until D will rejoin the WSN and it will start to

receive packets from its neighbour buffer. In order to rejoin the WSN, D sends hello

packets during the time it is disconnected. Sending hello packets will result in an

additional energy consumption. If D does not have any energy constrains, then the

hello packets can be sent as soon as D leaves the WSN until it will find its next

neighbour. However, if D has energy constrains, sending hello packets only when

it approaches its next neighbour communication range is crucial for saving power.

For this, D will receive from its neighbour the time after it will need to send hello

packets noted TD.

In the next section it is explained how TD is calculated.

5.3 How TD is calculated

Only a two dimensional scenario is considered and it is explained how TD is cal-

culated with the help of Figure 5.5 where: D moves following the line l , N is the

current D neighbour and M is the next D neighbour, A(xA, yA) and B(xB, yB) are

the entry and exit points of D from N coverage area, C(xC , yC) and E(xE, yE) are

the entry and exit points of D from M coverage area. When D breaks the com-
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munication with N (at point B), to calculate the time that D travels disconnected

with the WSN (TD), Eq. 5.7 is used:

TD = d

v
; (5.7)

where d is the distance that D travels disconnected (between point B and C as it

is shown in figure Figure 5.5) and v is the speed of D.

Figure 5.5: D’s disconnected time between two peripheral nodes

To calculate d (d =
√

(xB − xC)2 + (yB − yC)2), D’s neighbour (N) needs to esti-

mate the x and y coordinates of B and C. It is assumed that D is equipped with a

GPS so the coordinates of A and B are known. The coordinates of C are estimated

using Eq. 5.8 and Eq. 5.9 :

xC = −B +
√

∆
2 ∗ A ; (5.8)
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yC = m ∗ (xC − xB) + yB; (5.9)

where: A = 1+m2; B = −2∗xM −2∗P ; C = x2
M +P 2 +R2 ; P = m∗xB−d+yM ;

4 = B−4∗A∗C. All the following parameters are known byD’s neighbour: xM and

yM are the coordinates of D’s next neighbour (M); xB and yB are B coordinates;

m is the slope of the straight line l; R is the range of the circle with the center in

M . m is calculated using Eq. 5.10:

m = yA − yB
xA − xB

; (5.10)

where xA and yA are A coordinates, xB and yB are the coordinates of B.

The mathematical formula for xC and yC is obtained by solving a system of two

equations as follows:

• For obtaining yC : if m is l slope, and X(x0, y0) ∈ l, then the equation of l is:

y − y0 = m ∗ (x − x0). In Figure 5.5 B(xB, yB) ∈ l so the equation becomes:

y − yB = m ∗ (x− xB). Also, the point C(xC , yC) ∈ l so its coordinates need

to respect l equation, this means that yC − yB = m ∗ (xC − xB) which result

in Eq. 5.9 for yC

• For obtaining xC : the general equation of a circle C(O,R), where O(x0, y0)

is the center and R is the range, is: (x − x0)2 + (y − y0)2 = R2. For the

node N(xN , yN) and communication range R, the circle equation becomes:

(x−xN)2 + (y− yN)2 = R2. Also, the point C(xC , yC) ∈ C(N,R) so the circle

equation becomes: (xC −xN)2 + (yC − yN)2 = R2, where xC is calculated (Eq.
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5.8) by substituting yC and for which we consider the value with +
√

∆. The

other value with −
√
4 is the xE coordinate of point E and its yE coordinate

is calculated also with Eq. 5.9. E is D’s exit point from M range.

After TD and C(xC , yC) are estimated, D’s neighbour will be able to estimate where

and when it will join the WSN. When D will leave the WSN area, its neighbour will

inform S to send data packets to M . At this point D will have two options:

• to either send hello packets as soon as the communication between it and WSN

breaks.

• or to send hello packets only when it will approach its next neighbour com-

munication area.

Once D’s neighbour decides that PRP needs to be used by comparing CF with

CT (Section 5.1 ), D’s next neighbour direction of movement and probability of

switching direction are calculated ( Section 5.2). If Pαtβ < Pαr it means that D’s

direction of movement can be estimated and that D’s neighbour can estimate where

and when D will rejoin the WSN after it will leave its communication range.

PRP recovery measures are discussed in the next section for the scenarios in which

Pαtβ > Pαr or D will not join the WSN through its estimated neighbour at the

estimated time.

5.4 PRP recovery measures

Recovery measures need to be considered in order to save power for the case when

D does not re-join the WSN through its estimated neighbour or it does so after the

estimated time. If Pαtβ > Pαr it means that D’s probability of switching direction

of movement is high so D’s neighbour cannot predict through which node D will

re-join the WSN. In this case:
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• D starts to send hello packets as soon as it leaves its neighbour communication

range.

• When a hello packet is received by a peripheral node, it means thatD re-joined

the WSN. In this case, a route discovery process is started from the peripheral

node to find a route between it and S. RREQ zones are used based on its

coordinates and S coordinates similar to LAR.

• Once a route between S and D is found, S will start to send data packets to

D.

If Pαtβ < Pαr , S is informed of which peripheral node to send data packets. But

D can stop moving after it exits the WSN area or it can change the direction of

movement and re-join the WSN through a different peripheral node. In order to

avoid sending a large number of data packets to a node through which D will not

re-join the WSN, the following procedure is considered:

• S also receives the TD value (time that D will travel disconnected until it will

rejoin the WSN) when it is informed of which peripheral node to send data

until D will rejoin the WSN.

• Once D rejoins the WSN, a route reply message is sent to S by D’s neighbour

to confirm that D re-joined the WSN.

• If a route reply message is received by S after TD seconds it means that D

rejoined the WSN at the estimated location after the estimated time. In this

case S will continue to send data packets to D’s neighbour. If not, S will stop

sending packets and it will wait to receive a route reply message (confirming

that D re-joined the network through its predicted next neighbour) or a route

request packet (which means that D re-joined the WSN through a different

node.)
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To summarize, this chapter has explained the following: that PRP is a combination

of LAR and PRA; that PRP is considered to be used byD’s neighbour; thatD’s next

neighbour ID is estimated based on D’s direction of movement so that S can send

packets to it until D will rejoin the WSN; that D will start to send hello packets

to save power and what safety measures are considered to avoid sending a large

amount of data packets to a node through which D will not rejoin the WSN. The

next chapter analyses and compares the equations which describe the throughput

and energy spent by PRP and LAR.
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6 PRP and LAR analysis

The equations which describe the throughput (T ) and energy spent per transmitted

packet (E) for LAR and PRP are analysed and discussed in detail in this chapter.

In section 6.1 LAR and PRP equations which describe the total number of sent

packets by S to D are presented and compared. The equations which describe the

E for both LAR and PRP are presented in section 6.2. The impact of location errors

on LAR and PRP performance is analysed in section 6.3 and the chapter ends with

section 6.4 where conclusions are stated.

T is used to measure the amount of data that reaches D in a certain amount of

time. It can be expressed as packets per second (as it will be used in this chapter)

or kilobytes per second and is calculated with Eq. 6.1

throughput = Pckts

Tsim
; (6.1)

where Pckts is the total number of packets received by D and Tsim represents the

simulation time. The energy spent per transmitted packet will be noted E and it

will reflect the energy spent on routing plus the energy spent to find a path from S

to D.

The scenario considered is the one presented in Figure 5.2 where D moves in the
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north part of the WSN following the MMM. PRP and LAR mathematical equations

which describe Pckts and E are presented next with the help of Figure 6.1 for LAR

and Figure 6.2 for PRP. D exits the communication range of node N through point

B and will rejoin the WSN through node M at point C. The parameters that

influence the Pckts and E for both LAR and PRP are consequently determined.

6.1 Total number of packets received by D

6.1.1 LAR analysis

When LAR is used, S sends data packets to D only when D is connected with the

network and a path from S toD has been found. WhenD breaks the communication

with its neighbour, S is informed and starts a path discovery process toD by sending

RREQ packets in the WSN area determined by both S and D coordinates. After

a path has been discovered, S will start sending packets each ts seconds. The first

packet will reach D after tp ∗ np seconds (tp is the time that it takes for a packet to

be sent between two hops from the path, np is the hop count of the path, tp = 1/pr

where pr is the packet rate and pr = dr/ps where dr is the data rate and ps is the

packet size). The number of packets that reach the destination is considered to be

PcktsLAR and is calculated using Eq. 6.2 (if it is assumed that at least one packet

will reach D, which means that TIC > τL + TRREP + tp ∗ np):

PcktsLAR = 1 +
[
TRC′

ts

]
= 1 +

[
TIC − (τL + TRREP + tp ∗ np)

ts

]
; (6.2)

where 1 represents the first packet that reaches D after tp ∗ np seconds, ts is the

time that S waits between two data packets transmission, TRC′ = TRC − tp ∗ np =
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Figure 6.1: WSN scenario for LAR

TIC− τL−TRREP − tp ∗np is the real connectivity time between D and its neighbour

in which D receives packets from S at each ts seconds. TIC is the ideal (maximum)

connectivity time between D and M , τL is time that D travels connected with its

neighbour before it receives a RREQ packet from S and TRREP is the time spent by

D to send a RREP packet to S.

With the help of figure Figure 6.1 it is explained further how τL is calculated. It is

assumed that D is leaving N ’s communication range and is heading to M ’s commu-

nication area. During this time, S sends RREQ packets every ξL seconds (ξL is the

RREQ broadcast time window), where ξL = TRREQ +Twait , TRREQ is the time that

it takes for a RREQ packet to be sent by S to the furthest node from the RREQ

zone, Twait is the waiting time between two RREQ packets which is considered to

save power and not flood the WSN with these packets. Ri, i = 1..5 are marked posi-

tions where D is when a RREQ is sent at each ξL seconds. R5 is the position where

D is found to be in M ’s communication range and R6 when D starts to receive data

packets from S after a route reply package is sent back to S. If TD is the time that

D travels disconnected between node N and M (between point B and C) then τL

can be calculated with Eq. 6.3 :

τL =
([
TD
ξL

]
+ 1

)
∗ ξL − TD. (6.3)
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For the scenario in which D is all the time connected with the WSN (TD = 0),

only one RREQ packet will be sent to find a path from S to D (which means that

Twait = 0) so PcktsLAR becomes (calculated in Appendix 1):

PcktsLAR = 1 +
[
TIC − (TRREQ + TRREP + tp ∗ np)

ts

]
. (6.4)

It can be seen that LAR will not send any packets (PcktsLAR = 0) when TIC <

τL + TRREP + tp ∗ np and for the scenario in which TD = Twait = 0 when T IC 5

TRREQ + TRREP + tP ∗ np.

To determine the conditions for which LAR will send the maximum number of

packets (which factors influence PcktsLAR performances), PcktsLAR needs to be

maximized. It can be seen that max (PcktsLAR) implies max (TIC) and min(τL +

TRREP + tp ∗ np). However, the only parameter that can be changed by the user is

Twait so, min(τL + TRREP + tp ∗ np)→ min(τL)→ min(Twait).

Twait = 0 is needed to maximize the number of data packets that LAR can send for

the scenario depicted in Figure 6.1. This means that the waiting time between two

RREQ packets needs to be 0. In this case, when D will break the communication

with the WSN, RREQ packets will flood the network and by doing this, PcktsLAR

is maximised but the energy spent on sending RREQ packets drastically increases.

Hence, a compromise needs to be found between the desired PcktsLAR and ELAR

when Twait is chosen. A PRP analysis is made further to determine the parameters

which influence the packets sent by S to D.
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6.1.2 PRP analysis

When PRP is used to send data packets from S to D, when D breaks the com-

munication with the WSN, its former neighbour estimates D’s next neighbour co-

ordinates. It will then instruct S to find a path to D’s next neighbour and S will

start sending packets to it until D will rejoin the WSN. So, for PRP, the scenario

depicted in Figure 6.1 becomes the one presented in Figure 6.2 where: D breaks

N ’s communication range at point B and it is moving to M ’s communication area;

with Ri, i = 1..5 are the marked positions where D is when it sends hello packets

to rejoin the WSN at each T hello seconds; at R5 D will send a RREQ packet and it

will receive a RREP packet from M . At this point, M will inform S to restart the

data transmission after it will send all the buffered packets to D. At R6, D starts

to receive packets from M ’s buffer. The time spent between R5 and R6 is noted Tec

(time to established the connection between M and D) and it can be calculated as

Tec = Trreq +Trrep +T inf were: Trreq is the time spent by D to send a RREQ packet

when it is in M coverage area, Trrep is the time spent by M to reply to D and Tinf

is the time spent by M to inform the S to restart the data transmission when M ’s

buffer will be empty. From R7 to point E, D will receive packets from S again for

TRS seconds, after all the packets from M ’s buffer are sent.

Let PcktsPRP be the total number of packets sent by S to D. PcktsPRP = Pcktsb+

Pcktsc where Pcktsb is the total number of packets sent from M ’s buffer during

TRB and Pcktsc is the total number of packets which are sent during TRS.

Pcktsb can be written using Eq. 6.5

Pcktsb = 1 +
[
TDec,

ts

]
; (6.5)
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Figure 6.2: WSN scenario for PRP

where TDec, is the time in which all the data packets reach M ’s buffer after ts

seconds, so TDec, = TDec − tp ∗ (np − 1) where tp ∗ (np − 1) is the time spent by the

first packet to reachM ’s buffer. TDec is D’s connectivity time, TDec = TD+τP where

TD is the time that D travels between points B and C and τP is the time needed

for M to detect D. Pcktsc can be written using Eq. 6.6:

Pcktsc =
[
TRS
ts

]
; (6.6)

where TRS is the time in which D receives packets from S each ts seconds so TRS =

TIC − τP −Tec−TRB. The time spent to empty M ’s buffer is TRB = Pcktsb ∗ tp. τP

is calculated with Eq. 6.7:

τP =
([
TD
ξP

]
+ 1

)
∗ ξP − TD; (6.7)

where ξP = Thello + Twait (which is the hello broadcast time window) .
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PcktsPRP becomes:

PcktsPRP = 1 +
[
TD + τP − tp ∗ (np − 1)

ts

]
+
[
TIC − (τP + Tec + TRB)

ts

]
. (6.8)

The conditions which need to be satisfied to validate PcktsPRP formula are: 1)

TD + τP ≥ tp ∗ (np − 1). This means that D needs to be disconnected from the WSN

at least tp ∗ (np − 1) seconds which represents the time needed for one packet to

reachM ’s buffer. Otherwise LAR will be used to send data packets from S to D. 2)

TIC ≥ τP + Tec + TRB which implies that D is connected with M for sufficient time

to receive all its buffered packets. Otherwise only a part from M ’s buffer packets

are sent and PcktsPRP = [(TIC−τp−Tec)/tp].

To maximize PcktsPRP means to minimize τP which means to minimize Twait. For

Twait = 0, D will start to send hello packets as soon as it leaves N ’s communication

range. No waiting time will be used between hello packets which will lead to more

energy consumption for D. This means that a compromise between PcktsPRP and

EPRP needs to be considered when choosing the value for Twait. A LAR and PRP

comparison is made next to determine which protocol sends more packets and under

which conditions.

6.1.3 LAR and PRP comparison

In order to compare PcktsLAR with PcktsPRP the following equation needs to be

solved: PcktsPRP − PcktsLAR = 0. If it is assumed that [TIC−(τL+TRREP+tp∗np)/ts] =

k1∗ts, [TD+τP−tp∗(np−1)/ts] = k2∗ts and [TIC−(τP+Tec+TRB)/ts] = k3∗ts then PcktsPRP −
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PcktsLAR = 0 becomes (see Appendix 3 for details on the calculus):

TD ∗
(

1− tp
ts

)
= Tec + tp ∗ [τP − tp ∗ (np − 1)]

ts
− tp − τL − TRREP . (6.9)

For tp/ts = 1/x, PcktsPRP − PcktsLAR becomes (Appendix 3):

PcktsPRP − PcktsLAR = TD ∗
(

1− 1
x

)
+ tp
x
∗ (np − 2) + tp ∗ (2 ∗ np − 1) .

It is known that S and D are more than one hop away (np ≥ 2) and that D travels

disconnected from the WSN (TD > 0) which results in PcktsPRP − PcktsLAR >

0⇐⇒ PcktsPRP > PcktsLAR. This means that, for the scenario in which D travels

disconnected from the WSN and more then two hops are between S and D, PRP

will send more data packets when compared with LAR.

Both LAR and PRP equations which describe the E are presented and compared

in the next section.

6.2 Energy analysis for LAR and PRP

6.2.1 LAR analysis

The total energy spent by LAR is written with 6.10:

ELAR = ELARRouting + ELARRREQ ; (6.10)
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where ELARRouting is the total energy spent on routing and ELARRREQ is the total

energy spent on RREQs.

However, PcktsLAR is the total number of packets sent by S to D, so ELARRouting =

PcktsLAR ∗ erouting ∗ nP where erouting is the energy spent to send a data packet

between two nodes which are one hop away and np is the path length between S

and D. The number of route requests sent by S in TD seconds can be calculated

with Eq. 6.11.

nrreq =
[
TD
ξL

]
+ 1. (6.11)

ELARRREQ it is written using Eq. 6.12:

ELARRREQ = erreq ∗ nn ∗
([

TD
TRREQ + Twait

]
+ 1

)
; (6.12)

where nn is the total number of nodes from the RREQ area in which the RREQs

packets are sent and erreq is the energy spent on one RREQ.

In can be seen that in order to minimize ELAR we can minimize ELARRREQ so we

need to maximize Twait. However PcktsLAR is also reduced if Twait is maximized (as

it was discussed in Section 7.1.1) so the value for Twait needs to be chosen taking

into account both PcktsLAR and ELAR values that the application needs to satisfy.

E equations for PRP are presented next.
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6.2.2 PRP analysis

The total energy spent by PRP can be written using Eq. 6.13

EPRP = EPRPRouting + EPRPhello + ESRREQ ; (6.13)

where EPRPRouting = PcktsPRP ∗ erouting ∗ nP is the total energy spent on routing,

EPRPhello = nhello ∗ ehello is the energy spent by D on hello packets and ESRREQ is

the energy spent by S to find a path to D next neighbour. nhello is the number of

hello packets sent by D when it travels disconnected with the WSN and ehello is the

energy spent on sending one hello packet. nhello is calculated with Eq. 6.14:

nhello =
[
TD
ξP

]
+ 1; (6.14)

where ξp = Thello + Twait. ESRREQ is expressed by Eq. 6.15:

ESRREQ = nm ∗ erreq; (6.15)

where nm is the number of nodes which are in the RREQ area defined by the

coordinates of S and D next neighbour.

EPRPhello can be written as:

EPRPhello =
([

TD
Thello + Twait

]
+ 1

)
∗ ehello. (6.16)
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It can be seen that in order to minimize EPRP we can minimize EPRPhello so we

need to maximize Twait. However, this will also lead to reducing the connectivity

time between D and its neighbour. This will lead to a PcktsPRP decrease, as it was

discussed in Section 7.1.2. So, a compromise between PcktsPRP and EPRP needs to

be taken into account when choosing Twait. A comparison between LAR and PRP

is made next to determine which protocol is more energy efficient.

6.2.3 LAR and PRP comparison

Both LAR and PRP use the shortest path between S and D. It will be ana-

lysed which protocol uses more energy if the same number of data packets are sent

(PcktsLAR = PcktsPRP which means that EPRPRouting = ELARRouting). For this anal-

ysis the following scenario is considered: TD 6= 0 , Twait = 0, and TD is a multiple

of np ∗ tp meaning that TD = m ∗np ∗ tp, nm = np +nr and nm +no = nn. Following

the calculus presented in Appendix 4 it can be seen that:

ELARRREQ = EPRPhello + ESRREQ + e ∗ (m ∗ nr +m ∗ no + no − 1) . (6.17)

This means that for the scenario when D travels disconnected from the WSN, the

energy spent on RREQs by LAR is bigger than the energy spent by PRP on hello

packets plus the energy to find a path from S to the next neighbour of D.

Figure 6.3 is used for a better understanding of this conclusion where:

• S sends data packets to D which follows the MMM model.

• D breaks the communication with the WSN and is heading to M ’s communi-

cation range.
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• nn represents the total number of nodes in the RREQ area defined by S and

D’s coordinates in which S will send RREQ packets when LAR is used and D

exits the WSN area.

• nm represents the total number of nodes in the RREQ area in which S sends

RREQ packets to find a path to M when PRP is used and D leaves the WSN

area. It can be seen that nm + no = nn.

• np is the number of nodes which form the path between S and D. It can be

seen that nm = np + nr.

From the above analysis it can be concluded that, for a scenario in which D travels

disconnected from the WSN, PRP uses less energy to send the same number of data

packets when compared with LAR. In the next section it is analysed how both LAR

and PRP performance is influenced by location errors.

Figure 6.3: RREQ area
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6.3 The impact of location errors on LAR and PRP

performance

As specified in Section 5.1, the localisation process which takes place during WSN

setup is inherently erroneous. Because of this nodes make use of estimated coordi-

nates. It is therefore necessary to analyse the impact of the location errors on the

routing protocols.

Both LAR and PRP use the same algorithm to find the shortest path from S to

D. So it can be stated that for a like to like scenario, the effects of location errors

on routing for LAR will be the same for PRP. However PRP uses LAR and PRA.

PRA will calculate TD so that D can save power and send hello packets when it is

getting closer to its next neighbour. Because of location errors TD is an estimated

value. It is analysed further how location error influence PRP performances for the

scenario presented in Figure 5.5. All the coordinates of A, B, C and E are estimated

coordinates. Because of this, Eq. 5.7 can be rewritten as follows:

T̂D = d̂

v
, (6.18)

where d̂ = d ± ε is the estimated distance, d is the actual distance and ε is the

location error which follows a normal distribution. Once T̂D is estimated, D will

know after how many seconds it will be in its next neighbour’s communication range,

so it will know when to start the broadcast of hello packets. However, because of

the location error, D needs to start the broadcast of hello packets θ seconds sooner

than the estimated T̂D, where θ is the confidence time interval influenced by the

coordinates location errors ε. TB is the time after which D starts the broadcast of

hello packets when location error is considered and is calculated with the following
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equation:

TB = T̂D − θ. (6.19)

For a general case, the location error which affects N ’s estimates of where and when

D will rejoin the WSN through its next neighbour is presented in Figure 6.4. B is

the point where D breaks the communication with its current neighbour N . C is

the ideal point through which D will join M ’s communication area. The circle of

center C and range ε represents the area where N estimates C position because of

the location error. This entire circle is shifted to the right with 4 (4 = θ ∗ v) to

compensate the location error and be able to increase to maximum the connectivity

time between D and M . It can bee seen that:

• if C estimate, noted C1, is within M communication range, by shifting to

the right its coordinates with 4 it will make D to start sending hello packets

much closer to C. However, in this case, because of the location error, the

ideal communication time between D and M decreases. Because of this D

will communicate with M for less time when compared with the ideal case.

However, the time that D travels disconnected from WSN between B and C1

increases which means that the data packets meant for D are sent to M ’s

buffer.

Some particular cases may appear which need to be taken into account by D’s

neighbour before calculating TB:

• Case 1 - this regards the scenario depicted in Figure 6.5 where C(xC , yC)

is the ideal point where D joins the network through node M . C1(xC1, yC1)

is C’s estimate and C2(xC2, yC2) is the point where D starts to send hello
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Figure 6.4: Location errors impact scenario

packets with θ seconds sooner. Because of the location error and the small

distance that D travels disconnected between node N and M , D is informed

to start sending hello packets when is still in N ’s communication range. To

avoid this situation, N will compare the estimated distance between it and

B (noted ˆd(N,B)) with the distance between it and C2 (noted ˆd(N,C2)).

If ˆd(N,C2) < ˆd(N,B) it means that the distance that D travels between

N and M disconnected is too small to delay sending hello packets and save

power. In this case D will start sending hello packets as soon as it leaves N ’s

communication range.

Figure 6.5: Location errors impact for an extreme scenario (when D’s non-
connectivity time is small)
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• Case 2 - this regards the scenario depicted in figure Figure 6.6 For this case

it can bee seen that, because of the location error and short connectivity time

between D and its next neighbour, D will send hello packets when it has

already left M ’s communication range. In order to avoid this situation the

coordinates of E (which were calculated in section 6.4) are also estimated. D is

informed to start and send hello packets with θ1 seconds sooner, (θ1 = max(ε)/v)

if the distance between C and E is bigger than a certain threshold value which

is chosen based on the maximum location error that can appear because of

the position estimates ( ˆd (C,E) > max (ε)).

Figure 6.6: Location errors impact for an extreme scenario (when D’s connectivity
time is small)

For choosing θ a compromise needs to be found between the energy that is saved

because of the time in which hello packets are not sent and the connectivity time

that might be lost in the situation whereD will be connected with its next neighbour

for a short period of time. The value for θ can be chosen as follows:
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θ =



max (ε) to maximize NPRP

max (ε)−min (ε) compromise between NPRP and EPRPhello

min (ε) to minimize EPRPhello

If Terror is the time lost from the connectivity due to location errors, for the case

when D has energy constrains the equation for PcktsPRP becomes:

a) for the scenario when TIC < τP +Tec+TRB (D to M connectivity is not sufficient

for M to empty its buffer):

PcktsPRPE =
[
TIC − τp − TEC − Terror

tp

]
. (6.20)

It can be seen that, for this scenario, PcktsPRP will not to be affected by location

errors only if Terror < ψ < tp (calculus presented in Appendix 5).

b) for the case when TIC ≥ τP + Tec + TRB (D to M connectivity is sufficient for M

to empty its buffer):

PcktsPRPE = 1+
[
TD + Terror + τP − tp ∗ (np − 1)

ts

]
+
[
TIC − Terror − (τP + Tec + TRB)

ts

]
.

(6.21)

For this case it can be seen that PcktsPRPE ' PcktsPRP for (∀) Terror.

So the condition which needs to be met by PRP to be resilient to location errors

(∀) Terror is TIC ≥ τP + Tec + TRB + Terror. The conclusions of this chapter are
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summarized in the next section.

6.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, the equations for the throughput, the total number of packets re-

ceived by D (Pckts) and also the equations for the energy (E) were defined. It was

seen that, when D travels disconnected from the WSN, LAR will not send any pack-

ets from S to D only if TIC < τL + TRREP + tp ∗ np. NLAR = 0 when D is connected

all the time with the network only if TIC 5 TRREQ+TRREP + tp ∗np. Also, Twait = 0

will maximize PcktsLAR but it will also increase ELAR so a compromise needs to be

found when choosing Twait.

For PRP, if TIC ≥ τP +Tec +TRB then PcktsPRP is described by Eq. 6.8, otherwise

PcktsPRP = [(TIC−τp−Tec)/tp]. Based on the equations proposed for PcktsLAR and

PcktsPRP it was analytically shown that PcktsPRP > PcktsLAR for the scenario

in which D travels disconnected from the WSN. Also, with the help of Eq. 6.17

it was analytically proven that the energy spent by LAR is bigger than the one

spent by PRP when the same number of data packets are sent by both routing

protocols. A discussion was made on how location errors can influence LAR and

PRP performances.

The next chapter will describe the MATLAB simulator used to simulate a WSN

scenario in which the S sends data to the D which follows the MMM. The LAR

and PRP performance for different scenarios is presented further through MATLAB

simulations.
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In this chapter MATLAB simulations are made to analyse the throughput (T ),

energy spent per received data packet packet (E) and end to end delay (ETED) for

a realistic scenario in which a mobile sink (D), which follows the MMM, needs to

receive information from a source (S) which resides in the WSN. T and E are the

ones defined in Chapter 6. The ETED represents the time spent per received data

packet and is calculated by dividing the simulation time with the total number of

data packets received at D. In section 7.1 the MATLAB simulator is described. The

simulation scenario is presented in section 7.2 together with the first results obtained

when LAR, AODV, DSR and PRP are used for routing and D does not have energy

constraints. In section 7.3 simulations are made for the scenario where D has energy

constraints and different parameters are varied like: the connectivity of D to the,

WSN density, D’s speed and WSN size. The obtained results are discussed after

each section and summarized at the end.

7.1 The WSN MATLAB simulator

To be able to compare the performance of routing protocols recommended for

MANETs in a WSN, the MATLAB simulator presented in [128], [129] and [130] is

used for WSN setup which allows: the modification of the network topology; the use
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Chapter 7 MATLAB simulations and results

of accurate or erroneous localisation; the possibility to adjust energy-consumption

related parameters and to imitate the behaviour of a realistic transmission channel.

The LAR, AODV, DSR and PRP routing protocols functions were developed and

added to this WSN simulator. This sub-chapter presents the general features of the

developed simulator.
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Figure 7.1: WSN Simulation Scenario

The Physical (PHY) and the Network Layer are the ones considered for the MAT-

LAB simulator. The focus of this research was on the routing aspect of the network

functionality so other layers such as the MAC, Transport or the Application Layer,

were not considered. The simulator makes use of a main MATLAB function and of

multiple scripts with globally and locally defined variables. The following steps are

taken for each simulation:
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7.1 The WSN MATLAB simulator

• WSN setup - the parameters which define the scenario are initiated at the

beginning such as: network area width and length, number of nodes, num-

ber of packets, D’s speed, node transmission range, node transmission power,

path loss exponent, the standard deviation for shadowing model, sensitivity

threshold, route request packet size, route reply packet size, hello packet size,

data packet size, data rate, energy per bit spent on transmission, energy per bit

spent for reception, initial node energy. The node placement can be considered

known and fixed or random following a normal distribution.

• The simulator is based on the fact that each transmitting node follows the

same steps as in the following description: the source (S) needs to send data

packets to a certain destination (D); each node (in the first case the S) checks

which nodes from its transmission range (R) are the best candidates to receive

and forwards the data towards D; based on the adopted forwarding strategy

the best candidate is selected and the data packets are sent.

Simulator Parameters (unit) Value
Network area width (m) 800
Network area length (m) 800

Number of nodes 100
D speed (km/h) 40

Transmission range (m) 100
Transmit power (W) [131] 600e-3
Path loss exponent [132] 4

Standard deviation for shadowing model [132] 5.6
Sensitivity threshold (dBm) [133] -81
Route request packet size (b) [134] 104

Data packet size (b) [[134]] 104
Data rate (kB/s) 250

Energy per bit spent on transmission (J/b) [[135]] 2.5e-07
Energy per bit spent for reception (J/b) [[135]] 1.5e-0.7

Initial node energy (J) [[133]] 1
Table 7.1: MATLAB Simulation Parameters
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The MATLAB WSN simulator presented in [128], [129] and [130] is used only to

setup a WSN scenario in which S sends packets to D. LAR, AODV, DSR and PRP

routing protocols are implemented and added to this WSN simulator. These are used

to send data packets from the S to D which follows the MMM. The node placement

follows a normal distribution as depicted in Figure 7.1 where the number of nodes is

set to 100 and the area size to 800 m in length and width. Node 41 is the S and node

10 is the D. At time t = 0 S finds a path to D and starts sending data packets.

During this time, D follows the MMM moving in a straight line with a constant

speed of 40 km/h from right to left. It is understood that, during its movement, D

will exit and enter the WSN coverage area. Different simulations are made as D to

WSN connectivity varies between 10% and 100% (with a 5% increment) and LAR,

AODV, DSR and PRP are used. The parameters used for simulation are presented

in Table 7.1. A single S and D are used for this simulation in order to have a

simplified scenario. In sub-chapter 5.3.1 it is stated that the MAC affects LAR

performance. However, it can be assumed that the MAC layer impact on the overall

performance remains the same for all the simulation parameter variations because

LAR, AODV, DSR and PRP are compared in a like-for-like simulation platform. So

the MAC layer is not considered in the following simulations. It is described next

how LAR, DSR, AODV and PRP were implemented.

7.1.1 LAR and PRP routing diagrams

LAR is described in [37] and presented in section 4.2. For a better understand-

ing about how this protocol was implemented in MATLAB the routing diagram

presented in Figure 7.2 is used and explained as follows:

• In the beginning the WSN is formed through the block “WSN Setup” where

the parameters presented earlier are defined.
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7.1 The WSN MATLAB simulator

• The next step is to check if a path to D is known. If it is known then a data

packet is sent by S to D. If all the packets are sent (“Packets=0” is true) the

simulation ends. If there are still packets to send S will check to see if the

path is still valid. When D leaves the WSN coverage area, its neighbour will

inform S that the path is broken, so S needs to check the status of the path

each time before sending a data packet.

• If the path toD is not known S will need to send RREQ packets in the network

to search for a path. To avoid the situation in which S sends a high number

of RREQ packets because D will rejoin the WSN after a long period of time,

a fixed number of RREQs packets (No_RREQ=limit) are sent after which S

will pause the RREQ transmission for a certain period of time. “No_RREQ”

is used to count the number of sent RREQ packets.

• LAR uses route request zones instead of flooding the entire WSN with RREQs

packets. Before sending RREQs packets S will check if D’s previous coordi-

nates are known. If these are known then an expected zone is defined based on

S’s coordinates, D’s previous coordinates and D’s speed and time passed since

D was connected with the WSN. If D’s previous coordinates are not known,

S will send RREQ packets in the entire WSN.

• Once the expectation zone is defined S will start sending RREQ packets.

When a path is found (always the shortest path is chosen), “No_RREQ” is

set to 0 and S will start sending data packets to D.

• For a better understanding about how the LAR simulator was implemented,

the LAR pseudo-code together with its description is presented in Appendix

1.6.

The PRP was described in chapter 5 and the block diagram presented in Figure 7.3

is used to better understand how the simulator was implemented. This is described
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Figure 7.2: LAR routing diagram

as follows:

• In the beginning the WSN is formed through the block “WSN Setup” where

the parameters presented earlier are defined.

• The next step is to check if a path to D is known. If a path is known S needs

to check if this path is to D or D’s next neighbour. If the path is to D (“buffer

= false”) then data packets are sent to D until all the packets are sent or D

will leave the WSN and S will be informed by D’s neighbour about this. When

D will break the communication, (buffer=true and path_known=false) S will

search a path to D’s next neighbour by sending RREQ packets in the RREQ
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7.1 The WSN MATLAB simulator

area defined by S and D’s next neighbour coordinates. When a path to D’s

next neighbour is found (buffer=true and path_found=true) data packets are

sent to D’s next neighbour. When D rejoins the WSN S will be informed

to stop sending data packets until all the buffered packets are received by D

(“buffer” in this case becomes false). However, if D does not rejoin the WSN

after an estimated time (TD seconds which is the deconnectivity time that D

is estimated to travel before rejoining the WSN), S will stop sending data

packets to D’s next neighbour and it will start to send RREQ packets in the

entire WSN to search a path do D.

• To avoid the situation were RREQs are sent in the area through which D will

not rejoin the WSN (because D changes direction of movement or it stops

moving and it will remain outside the WSN), a certain number of RREQs are

sent in the network after which S will pause the search for a path to D. The

estimated area in which RREQs are sent will become the entire WSN area. Due

to space limitation in Figure 7.3, the block diagrams for this process (which

need to be added when “path found” is false) are not presented in PRP block

diagram, however these are similar with the ones presented in LAR diagram.

• For a better understanding about how the PRP simulator was implemented,

the PRP pseudo-code together with its description is presented in Appendix

1.7.

DSR is described in [38] and presented in section 4.2. When compared with LAR,

DSR saves five routes from S to D and not just one. When the communication

between D and the WSN breaks S will test the rest of four routes saved in cache

and after this it will send RREQs in the entire WSN to search for a new path. AODV

is described in [39] and presented in section 4.2. When D exits the WSN area it

starts to broadcast hello messages which are used to detect the out-of-connectivity-
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range neighbours. S will send RREQs packets in the entire WSN to search for a

path to D.

MATLAB simulations are made next for a scenario in which D has no energy con-

straints and LAR, AODV, DSR and PRP are used for routing.

Figure 7.3: PRP routing diagram

7.2 Simulations and results for D with no energy

constraints

For the next simulations it is assumed that D has no energy constraints. This

means that as soon as D leaves its neighbour coverage area, it starts to send hello
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7.2 Simulations and results for D with no energy constraints

packets to find its next neighbour (it will use a small waiting time between two hello

packets). By doing this it will join its next neighbour exactly when it enters its

communication range. First, it will be analysed how ts (time between sending two

data packets) can influence the T for LAR and PRP (section 7.2.1). In section 7.2.2

simulations are made where LAR, AODV, DSR and PRP are used and the D to

WSN connectivity varies between 10% and 100%. In section 7.2.3 the time between

two RREQs is increased to reduce the E.

7.2.1 ts impact on LAR and PRP performance

A simulation is made in which ts is varied from 0.0024 seconds to 0.1 seconds using a

0.0008 seconds increment. The increment was chosen based on the time needed for a

data packet to be sent between two nodes which are one hop away. Also, 0.0024 sec-

onds represents the minimum time that S needs to wait before sending a data packet

to avoid interferences from the previous sent one (time needed for a data packet to

be sent three hops away from S). For each ts the D to WSN connectivity is varied

between 10% and 95% using a 5% increment so 18 different simulation scenarios are

considered. The obtained T for PRP and LAR is presented in Figure 7.4. The T

variation comparison between PRP and LAR is presented in Figure 7.5. It can be

seen that PRP outperforms LAR and that the difference between these protocols

is rising to a constant value of 73%. For PRP when ts is bellow 0.04 seconds, the

data packets sent to D’s next neighbour buffer is bigger than the ones which can be

sent from this buffer to D. This means that for low connectivity scenarios there is

no sufficient time to empty the buffer when D reconnects with the WSN. Because

of this, the PRP T improvement over LAR is not constant for ts values bellow 0.04

seconds (as it was discussed in Section 7.1.2 and Section 7.3) . For ts > 0.04, D has

time to receive all the buffered packets from its next neighbour so PRP will always
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send 73% more data packets when compared with LAR.
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Figure 7.4: T when ts is varied

7.2.2 LAR, AODV, DSR and PRP simulation results

In [9], [68], [136], [137], and [138], the source generates data from 56 bytes to 250

bytes per second. For the next simulations it will be considered that S will send

250 bytes per second which means that it generates one data packet each 0.05

seconds, so it will send 20 packets per second. It was seen that, for 100% D to WSN

connectivity, LAR, AODV and PRP send a maximum of 19.2 packets per second and

DSR 19. Figure 7.6 shows the T obtained by each routing protocol as the D to WSN

connectivity is varied between 10% and 95% with a 5% increment. PRP uses LAR

to send the data packets from S to D for the 100% connectivity scenario. When the
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Figure 7.5: T variation when ts is varied

communication between these two nodes is broken, because D moves outside the

network range, S is informed which node will be D’s next neighbour. S will find

a path and send data packets to D’s next neighbour. D’s next neighbour will save

these packets in its buffer until D rejoins the WSN. Overall, across the 10%-95%

connectivity scenario, PRP obtains an average T of 17.48 packets per second, LAR

and AODV of 10.1 packets per second and DSR of 10.05. DSR has the worst results

because it gathers information about five different routes from S to D. When the

communication between D and the WSN breaks, S will first test each of these five

routes. Only afterwords it will start to search a new path to D. The time lost

on testing the validity of the five routes affects DSR performance, decreasing the

number of sent packets.
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Figure 7.6: T when D to WSN connectivity varies

Figure 7.7 depicts the obtained ETED. It can be seen that PRP outperforms all the

other routing protocols because it has the highest T . This is possible because once

D re-joins the WSN it will receive data packets from its neighbour’s buffer. The

results obtained for 100% D to WSN connectivity and the average for 10% to 95%

are summarized in Table 7.2.2 . Overall, for the 10% to 95% connectivity scenario,

PRP has on average a 9.6% end to end delay increase when compared with the

best case scenario where D to WSN connectivity is 100% (for 10% connectivity the

ETED increases with 18.6%). For LAR and AODV the average end to end delay

(AETED) is increased with 88.4%, and for DSR with 89.6%.

The E for each protocol is presented in Figure 7.8 and summarized in Table 7.3. E

is influenced by the energy spent on RREQs and routing. LAR uses zone requests
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Figure 7.7: ETED when D to WSN connectivity varies

calculated based on S andD coordinates to establish an area in which to send RREQ

packets. In time, these RREQ zones become smaller when D moves from right to

left so less nodes are flooded with RREQ packets. Both AODV and DSR flood the

entire WSN with RREQs when D breaks the communication. In addition, DSR will

check five more routes from S to D which were previously saved when a path from

S to D was searched. It can be seen that PRP maintains its energy consumption

of 0.0006 J per packet for all the D to WSN connectivity scenarios. On average,

for the 10% to 95% connectivity scenarios, AODV and DSR use with 33% and 30%

more energy when compared with LAR.
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D-WSN con. LAR AODV DSR PRP
T AETED T AETED T AETED T AETED

100% 19.2 0.052s 19.2 0.052s 19.06 0.0524s 19.2 0.052s
10%-95% 10.1 0.098s 10.1 0.098s 10.05 0.099s 17.48 0.057s

Table 7.2: T and AETED when D to WSN connectivity varies

D-WSN con. LAR AODV DSR PRP
E(J) E(J) E(J) E(J)

100% 0.0006 0.00064 0.00066 0.0006
10%-95% 0.0539 0.0718 0.0705 0.0006

Table 7.3: E when D to WSN connectivity varies

7.2.3 TRREQ impact on LAR performance

The energy spent on RREQs is directly influenced by the number of RREQ packets

sent in the WSN by S to search a path to D (by the waiting time between two

RREQs noted in the previous chapter with TRREQ). However, although increasing

the time between two RREQs will reduce E, it will also reduce the T . This is due

to the time spent by S to find a path to D (which is also directly influenced by the

waiting time between two RREQs). In Figure 7.9 LAR E and T variations when

the time between two RREQs increases from t0 = 0.002s (the time that it takes for

a RREQ packet to reach the furthest node in the WSN from S and return) to 50∗ t0

are presented. Each simulation is the average of 18 different scenarios in which D

to WSN connectivity increases from 10% to 95% using a 5% increment. For t0 and

10% to 95% connectivity, LAR has a T of 10.1 packets per second and uses 0.0539

J per packet to do this. We denote this as LAR1. For 50 ∗ t0 LAR has a T of 9.62

packets per second and the E is reduced to 0.0019J. We denote this as LAR2.

For 10% to 95% connectivity, LAR T drops from 10.1 to 9.62 packets per second

which represents a 4.8% decrease. Also the E decreases from 0.0539J to 0.0019J,

which represents a 96.4% decreases. The waiting time between two route requests
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Figure 7.8: E when D to WSN connectivity varies

needs to be chosen to have a good compromise between the T drop and E improve-

ment. It can be seen that for 12 ∗ t0, the T decreases by 0.8% and the E by 90.33%.

A maximum 1% T drop and over 90% E saving will be considered to be a good

compromise when choosing the waiting time between two route request. This sce-

nario for 12∗ t0 will be noted as LAR3. The overall results regarding the T , AETED

and E for PRP, LAR2 and LAR3 are summarized in Table 7.2.3. In Figure 7.12

and Figure 7.13, LAR1, LAR2 and LAR3 performance in terms of T and E are

compared with PRP.

When the time between two RREQ increases the D to WSN connectivity time

decreases. However, this is not true for all the scenarios in which D to WSN con-

nectivity varies from 10% to 95%. Because of the network topology the situation
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Figure 7.9: T and E variation for LAR when the time between two RREQs is
varied

presented in Figure 7.10 and Figure 7.11 explains whyT does not have a uniform

evolution. It can be seen that a bigger time between two RREQs does not necessarily

mean a smaller connectivity time between D and the WSN.

From the above simulations the following conclusions can be drawn:

• For ts > 0.04 PRP has a 73% T improvement over LAR.

• When D to WSN connectivity varies between 10% and 95%, PRP has a T

improvement of 73% over LAR and AODV and of 74% over DSR. AODV and

DSR use with 33% more energy and LAR with 30% when compared with PRP.

Also, when compared with the 100% connectivity scenario, PRP has a 9.6%

AETED increase, LAR and AODV of 88.4% and DSR of 89.6%.
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7.3 Simulations for D with energy constraints

Figure 7.10: A path to D is found when the time between two RREQs is: a) 0.002
s; b) 0.04 s

Figure 7.11: A path to D is found when the time between two RREQs is: a) 0.04s;
b) 0.06s

• When TRREQ increases to 50 ∗ t0, LAR E is reduced with 96.4% but its T

also decreases with 4.8%. A good compromise is considered to be LAR3 (for

TRREQ = 12 ∗ t0) which uses with 90.33% less E and has a T drop of 0.8%.

This is considered to be a good compromise so LAR3 will be considered for

further simulations.

In the next section, simulations are made for the case whenD has energy constraints.

7.3 Simulations for D with energy constraints

For all the above simulations D was considered not to have energy constraints. This

assumption affects only PRP performance because D starts to send hello packets to

rejoin the WSN as soon as it breaks the communication with its neighbour. In this

way, the communication time between D and its next neighbour is maximized and

D will receive the maximum number of packets from S for this scenario. This will

be noted as PRP1. If D has energy constraints it will need to send hello packets
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D con. PRP LAR2 LAR3
T AETED E(J) T AETED E(J) T AETED E(J)

100% 19.2 0.052s 0.0006 19.2 0.052s 0.0006 19.2 0.052s 0.0006
10%-95% 17.48 0.057s 0.0006 9.62 0.1038s 0.0019 10.03 0.099s 0.0052

Table 7.4: T , AETED and E for PRP, LAR2 and LAR3 when D to WSN connec-
tivity varies

only when it is getting closer to its next neighbour location in order to save power

(the time spent between two hello packets is considered to be Thello). This is possible

because D’s neighbour approximates when and where D will rejoin the WSN as it

was presented in Chapters 5.2 and 5.3. Location error estimates (ε) will influence

PRP performance in terms of:

• Reducing the T- this happens when ε < 0 which implies that D will start

to send hello packets to rejoin the WSN after it entered its next neighbour

coverage area. This means that the connectivity time between D and its next

neighbour will decrease which means that the T will decrease when compared

with PRP1 only when there is no sufficient time for D’s neighbour to send

all the packets from its buffer (TIC < τP + Tec + TRB as it was shown in

the previous chapter). To compensate for the connectivity time lost due to

location errors, D will start sending hello packets with θ seconds sooner (∆

is the distance associated with θ). If ε > 0 D will start to send hello packets

when it is getting closer to its next neighbour coverage area. For this case the

T will not be affected.

• Increasing Ehello - this happens when ε > 0 which implies that the total

number of hello packets sent by D when it needs to re-join the WSN will

increase. For this case, in order to minimize Ehello, the number of hello packets

which are sent by D needs to be minimized so an optimal value for Thello needs

to be considered.
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Figure 7.12: T when D to WSN connectivity varies

The ideal values for4 and Thello are those which will increaseD to WSN connectivity

to a value equal or grater than τP + Tec + TRB (time needed to send to D all the

buffered packets) and will keep the E to a minimum (D will send a maximum of two

hello packets). The choice of the two values is explained in the following paragraphs.

7.3.1 Choosing the optimal 4 to maximize the T

PRP will start to send hello packets θ seconds sooner (θ = ∆/v) than its neighbour

estimates to compensate for the ε thus to maximize the connectivity between D and

WSN. The next simulations are made to see how ε influence PRP performance and

which values are needed for ∆ to obtain the best T . It is considered that ε follows a

normal distribution with a standard deviation σ of 30% from R as it was described
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Figure 7.13: E variation when D to WSN connectivity varies

in [130] (for our simulations R is 100 m). As the error model is Gaussian, the error

itself can vary between (−3σ, 3σ) which is equal to a range of (−90m, 90m).

Figure 7.14 represents the T and E variation in percentage (when compared with

PRP1) when Thello is fixed and ∆ varies between (0m, 90m)(the equivalent being

(0, 3σ)). Thello is chosen to be 10 ∗ tp were tp is the time needed to send a hello

packet one hop away. It can be seen that when 4 increases (which means that θ

also increases), the T increases reaching a value equal with PRP1 for ∆ > 60m.

However, the E will drop between (0m, 20m) after which it will start to rise again.

This fluctuation appears because a large value for ∆ will add more distance then

needed to compensate for ε which will lead to to a longer time during which hello
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Figure 7.14: T and E variation for PRP when ∆ is varied and Thello is fixed

packets are sent until it will join the WSN, thus more energy spent on hello packets.

It can be seen that choosing 4 will lead to a trade-off between E and T . However,

E can be reduced further if Thello is increased. Choosing a big value for ∆ and an

ideal value for Thello will lead to a high T and a small E. It is discussed next how

Thello is chosen.

7.3.2 Choosing the optimal Thello to minimize E

The scenario presented in Figure 7.15 is used to explain how the best value for Thello

can be estimated in order to save power and maintain a maximum T . The following

notations are used: B is the point where D breaks communication with node N ;
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Figure 7.15: Scenario showing when D joins the WSN

M is D’s next neighbour; C is the location where D will start to send hello packets

for the ideal case (if N estimates without error when D will join M communication

range); TRB (time to receive from buffer) is the time needed by D to receive all M ’s

buffered packets; TW (time window) represents the maximum time that D can loose

from TIC (ideal connectivity time) and still have time to receive all M ’s buffered

packets. Due to location errors D will start to send hello packets between R1 and

R2 (R1 = C − 3σ; R2 = C + 3σ). However, if TIC ≥ TRB then the T is not affected

so R3 is the location up to which D would need to start its communication with M

to obtain the best T . If Ĉ (C’s estimate) is between C and R3 then TIC ≥ TRB

which means that the T will not be affected by the location errors. If Ĉ is between

C and B, D will start to send hello packets outside the WSN each Thello seconds.

For an ideal case (where the energy spent on hello packets is minimum and the T

is maximum) D will send one hello packet once its position is between C and B

and the second hello packet when its position is between C and R3. This can be

achievable if D will receive information about the values of TW (time window) and

TRB (time to receive from buffer) from its ex-neighbour. These can be calculated

using Eq.7.1 and Eq.7.2:

TRB = TW + TD
ts

∗tp ⇔ TRB = TIC − TRB + TD
ts

∗tp ⇔ TRB = TIC + TD
ts + tp

∗tp; (7.1)
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TW = TIC − TRB ⇔ TW = TIC −
TIC + TD
ts + tp

∗ tp; (7.2)

where TIC is estimated based on C and E coordinates, ts is the time spent by S

between sending two data packets and tp is the time that it takes for a packet to be

sent from M to D.

By knowing an estimate of TW and an estimate where D will need to start and send

hello packets, D can estimate which Thello to use in order to send a minimum number

of hello packets (minimize the energy spent on hello packets) but keep a maximum

T . If Thello = TW the following two scenarios may take place:

• If ε is between (0, 3σ) (first hello packet is sent between C and B) then the

total number of hello packets sent is equal to two thus the energy spent on

hello packets is minimum. Also the location where D will send the second

hello packet will be between C and R3 which means that the T is maximized.

• If ε is between (−3σ, 0) then D will send only one hello packet between C and

R3 and it will start to receive packets from its neighbour at that point.

The following two extreme scenarios can also take place due to location errors be-

cause B, C and E are all estimated values:

1. When estimating the value of TD (T̂D), D uses the estimated coordinates of

B and C (B̂ and Ĉ). When the distance between B and C is smaller than

2 ∗ 3σ, the situation presented in Figure 7.16 a) can occur. For this case T̂D

will have a negative value. Because of this, for all the scenarios where T̂D < 0,

the following equation is used which represents the minimum distance needed
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between two estimated coordinates so that T̂D > 0:

T̂D = (2 ∗ 3σ)/v. (7.3)

Also, considering T̂D < TD the result is ˆThello > Thello which means that D

joins the WSN later and this may reduce the total number of packets that D

receives (if TIC < TRB). To make sure that this will not happen, (2 ∗ 3σ)/v

will be added to T̂D which means that it can be calculated with the following

equation where ˆDist(B,C) is the estimated distance between B and C:

T̂D =
ˆDist(B,C)
v

+ (2 ∗ 3σ)
v

. (7.4)

2. The second extreme scenario that can appear due to location errors is when

calculating ˆTIC as it is presented in Figure 7.16 b) , where Ê and Ĉ are E

and C estimates. This is when ˆTIC < 0, so the following formula will be used

where m is chosen to make sure to avoid the situation where D can send a

hello packet after it passed M ’s communication range:

ˆTIC = [(2 ∗ 3σ)/v]/m (7.5)

If ˆTIC > TIC D can go through M ’s communication range without sending a

hello packet, so T̂W can be reduced to make sure that this case is avoided and

it can be calculated with:

T̂W = ( ˆTIC −
ˆTIC + T̂D
ts + tp

∗ tp)/2 (7.6)

For the next simulation ∆ is varied between (0m, 90m) and Thello is considered to be

T̂W calculated with Eq. 7.6. The average of 18 different scenarios is considered where
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Figure 7.16: Extreme cases for calculating Thello: a) Extreme case for TD; b) Ex-
treme case for TIC

the D to WSN connectivity time varies from 10% to 95% using a 5% increment. For

each scenario the average of 1000 simulations is made where ε follows a normal

distribution. The obtained results are compared with the ones from PRP1 and

presented in Figure 7.17. It can be seen that E is decreasing from +3.3% (for

4 = 0m) to +0.4% (for 4 = 50m and 4 = 60m) and then it rises to +0.7% ( for

4 = 90m). The T is rising from -3.7% (for 4 = 0m) to -0.2% (for 4 = 60m). The

results obtained for the T when Thello = T̂W and 4 = 60m in presence of location

errors ( which means that D has energy constraints) will be noted as PRP2.

The results obtained for PRP1, PRP2 and LAR3 are summarized in Table 7.5 and

explained further:

• D needs to reduce its energy spent on hello packets when it has energy con-

straints. To do this it needs to broadcast hello messages only when it reaches

its next neighbour communication area. Its current neighbour will approxi-

mate the time and place when D will rejoin the WSN. However, because of

the location errors, D can start sending hello packets before entering its next

neighbour communication range (for this case the number of hello packets

which D sends to rejoin the WSN is high) or after it entered its neighbour

communication range.
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Figure 7.17: T and E variation when ∆ is varied and Thello = TRS

• If ε < 0 it means thatD will start sending hello packets when it is already in its

neighbour communication range. For this case, if TIC < TRB, D’s neighbour

will not have sufficient time to send all the packets from the buffer which

means that, when compared with PRP1, the T will decrease. To compensate

for the location error and to maximize the T , ∆ is considered and based on ε

variation is chosen to be equal to 3 ∗ σ

• If ε > 0, D will start sending hello packets while it is outside its next neighbour

communication range. If ∆ = 3 ∗ σ the time until D will join the WSN

is maximized which means that more hello packets are sent by D and more

energy is spent on this. The number of hello packets which are sent needs

to be reduced to minimize the energy consumption. It was shown that, in
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order to obtain the best energy consumption, Thello = TW . PRP2 obtained a

T decrease of 0.2% and 0.4% energy per packet increase when compared with

PRP1.

For all the next simulations PRP2 and LAR3 are considered. PRP2 is the above

discussed scenario in which D has energy constraints and will send hello packets

when it is getting closer to its next neighbour communication range. LAR3 is the

best case scenario for LAR when the time between sending two request packets was

chosen to obtain the best trade off between E and T . These will be noted further

as PRP and LAR for simplicity.

D con. PRP1 PRP2 LAR3
T AETED E(J) T AETED E(J) T AETED E(J)

100% 19.2 0.052s 0.0006 19.2 0.052s 0.0006 19.2 0.052s 0.0006
10%-95% 17.48 0.057s 0.0006 17.43 0.057s 0.0006 10.03 0.099s 0.0052

Table 7.5: T , AETED and E for PRP1, PRP2 and LAR2 when D to WSN con-
nectivity varies

7.3.3 The impact of WSN node density on PRP and LAR

The next simulations illustrate how E varies for both PRP and LAR when the WSN

node density increases if the network size and D’s speed remain constant. The

average of 18 different scenarios is made where D to WSN connectivity time varies

from 10% to 95% with a 5% increment. Also, for PRP, for each of the 18 scenarios

the average of 1000 simulations is made where ε follows a normal distribution. The

number of nodes is varied from 100 to 10,000 nodes using a 50 nodes increment.

Increasing the number of nodes will only affect E and not the T because both PRP

and LAR will use the shortest path from S to D to send data packets. The obtained

results are presented in Figure 7.18. For the 100 nodes scenario PRP uses 88.5%
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less energy to send a data packet from S to D and for the 10,000 nodes scenario

97.5% less energy. These results are summarized in Table 7.6.
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Figure 7.18: Nodes density impact on E for PRP and LAR

WSN density PRP LAR PRP vs LAR
E (J) E (J) Variation (%)

100 nodes 0.0006 0.0052 -88.5%
10000 nodes 0.0116 0.4733 -97.5%
Table 7.6: E when WSN density increases

These simulations prove that PRP is more suitable for high density networks when

compared to LAR in terms of E. Both LAR and PRP performance are discussed

next when the speed of D is varied.
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7.3.4 The impact of D’s speed on PRP and LAR
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Figure 7.19: Received packets when D’s speed varies

It will be analysed further how the T and E change for both PRP and LAR whenD′s

speed increases from 2 km/h to 50 km/h using a 2 km/h increment. All the other

network parameters are constant such as node density and WSN size. The average of

18 different simulations scenarios is considered where D to WSN connectivity varies

from 10% to 95% with a 5% increment. For PRP, for each scenario, the average

of 1000 simulations is made where ε follows a normal distribution. Each simulation

time will allow for D to travel the entire WSN northern periphery from right to left.

This means that time for each simulation is not the same and it will be influenced by

D’s speed (it will decrease when the speed increases). The total number of packets

received at the destination for both PRP and LAR is presented in Figure 7.19 (not
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Figure 7.20: E variation when D’s speed varies

the T because of its small variation not clearly visible on the graphic). The E is

presented in Figure 7.20. The obtained results are summarized in Table 7.7. When

D travels with 2 Km/h PRP sends with 73.2% more data packets using 90.3% less

energy and for 50 Km/h it sends with 74.7% more data packets using with 88.4%

less energy. The PRP improvements over LAR can be explained as follows:

• At high speeds, the distance that D travels connected with the WSN until a

path to it is found increases. This distance will be bigger for LAR when com-

pared with PRP. For LAR, S searches the path to D so until a route request

packet reaches D and a route reply packet goes back to S, the distance that

D travels in the WSN area until it establishes the connection with S increases

when D’s speed increases. For PRP, once D joins the WSN it will start to
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receive data packets directly from its neighbour buffer. So, the distance that

D travels until it connects with the WSN is bigger for LAR when compared

with PRP and it will affect the T and E.

The impact of the WSN size on the LAR and PRP performance is analysed in the

next section.

Speed PRP LAR PRP vs LAR
T E(J) T E(J) T E

2Km/h 315.14 0.00048 181.94 0.00496 +73.2% -90.3%
50Km/h 313.91 0.00062 179.69 0.00534 +74.7% -88.4%
Table 7.7: PRP performance over LAR when D’s speed varies

7.3.5 The impact of the WSN size on PRP and LAR.

The following setup is considered for the analysis of the LAR and PRP performance

when the WSN size increases.

• The WSN size will be varied between 800m and 8000m in length and width

with an 100m increment, so 44 simulations are made. It is important to

mention that the simulation time will be constant (D′s speed is constant at 40

km/h) which means that D will move at the WSN periphery for a fixed period

of time of 57.4 seconds for each of the above 44 simulations. For each of these

simulations the D to WSN connectivity varies between 10% and 95% with a

5% increment, so each simulation is an average of 18 different connectivity

scenarios. Also, for PRP, for each scenario, the average of 1000 simulations is

made where ε follows a normal distribution.

• The number of nodes from the WSN will increase with the WSN size, which

means that, if for a 800 m2 WSN there are 100 nodes, then for a 1600 m2 there

will be 400 nodes.
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Two different WSN scenarios are considered further as follows:

• In the first scenario (noted S1) S sends 20 packets per second. This means

that the route path increase will affect only the time after the first packet is

received by D each time D rejoins the WSN, all the other packets arriving at

the destination after 0.05 seconds.

• In the second scenario (noted S2) S sends a data packet only after it receives a

confirmation from D that the previous sent packet was received. This means

that the route path increase between S and D will affect the time after each

packet is received by D.

In Figure 7.21 and Figure 7.22 are presented the T and E variation when the WSN

size is varied for both S1 and S2. Because the simulation time is kept constant,

less packets will arrive at the destination when the path between S and D increases

(when the WSN increases). However, it can be seen that for S2 the T drop is much

faster for both PRP and LAR because less packets will arrive at the destination if

only one packet is on the fly between S and D. In Table 7.8 and Table 7.9 the T ,

E and AETED is summarized for PRP and LAR (S1 and S2) for two WSN sizes of

800m2 and 800m2.

Size PRP2 LAR PRP2 vs. LAR
T AETED E(J) T AETED E(J) T AETED E

800m2 17.44 0.057s 0.0006 10.03 0.099s 0.0052 73.8% -42% -88.5%
8000m2 17.1 0.058s 0.0166 8.57 0.116s 0.0871 99.6% -50% -81%

Table 7.8: Scenario1: T , AETED and E when WSN size increases

Size PRP2 LAR PRP2 vs. LAR
T AETED E(J) T AETED E(J) T AETED E

800m2 93.05 0.011s 0.0005 55.06 0.019s 0.0014 69% -41% -63%
8000m2 8.83 0.114s 0.0274 4.36 0.229s 0.165 103% -50% -84%

Table 7.9: Scenario2: T , AETED and E when WSN size increases
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Figure 7.21: T for LAR and PRP (S1 and S2)

The following observations can be made:

• For the 800 m2 scenario PRP sends 73.8% more data packets for S1 and 69.7%

more for S2. For S1 it uses 88.5% less E and for S2 64%. This difference

appears because for a 800 m2 S2 scenario the path between S and D has on

average 12 hops which means that S sends 102 data packets per second. When

the D to WSN connectivity time varies, for scenarios bellow 50% connectivity

there is not sufficient time for D to receive all the packets sent to its neighbour

buffer. So, more packets are sent to D’s neighbour buffer when compared with

the packets that D can receive from it when it will re-join the WSN.

• For large networks, the 8000m2 scenario, for S2, the path from S toD increases

to an average of 120 hops. D will have time to receive all the buffered packets
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Figure 7.22: E for LAR and PRP (S1 and S2)

from its neighbour for all the 10% to 95% connectivity scenarios which means

that when compared to S1, the PRP vs LAR improvements are almost the

same.

7.4 Conclusion

This chapter presented the MATLAB simulator used to compare the performance

of LAR, AODV, DSR and PRP. LAR and PRP routing diagrams and pseudo-code

are described in section 7.1.1 and Appendix 1.6 and 1.7. The obtained results were

analysed and discussed for variations of several network parameters: the connectivity

of D to the WSN, D speed, WSN size and WSN node density. The obtained results
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Figure 7.23: PRP over LAR improvements (E and T ) for S1 and S2

can be summarized as follows:

• When D has no energy constraints:

– PRP has a 73% T improvement over LAR if ts > 0.04 seconds. This

means that D has time to receive all its neighbour buffered data packets.

– Overall, across the 10% - 95% connectivity scenario, PRP obtains an av-

erage T of 17.48, LAR and AODV of 10.1 and DSR of 10.05. LAR and

AODV have an AETED increase of 88.4%, DSR of 89.6% and PRP of

9.6% when compared with the 100% connectivity scenario. Also PRP

maintains the same E but AODV and DSR have an increase of 33% and

LAR of 30%. PRP has the best results because once D rejoins the WSN

it will start to receive packets from its neighbour buffer. This is pos-
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sible because the peripheral routing algorithm that PRP uses estimates

through which node D will rejoin the WSN. Based on these estimates S

will send packets to D’s future neighbour until D rejoins the WSN.

– Increasing TRREQ will reduce the E for LAR, but also its T hence a

compromise needs to be considered when choosing this value. TRREQ =

12∗ t0 is considered to be a good compromise for which LAR uses 90.33%

less E and has a decrease in T of 0.8%.

• When D has energy constraints:

– To save power D needs to broadcast hello packets when it is getting

closer to its neighbour coverage area. Also Thello needs to be carefully

chosen to minimise the number of hello packets that D sends. Using the

equations presented in section 8.3.1 and 8.3.2 PRP has a 0.4% E and

0.2% T increase when compared with the scenario in which D has no

energy constraints.

– PRP is more suitable for high density networks when compared with LAR

because it uses with 97.5% less E for a 10.000 nodes scenario. This is

possible because LAR sends RREQs in the WSN to search a path to D

until D joins the WSN and PRP sends just one RREQ to search a path

to D’s next neighbour.

– When D’s speed increases to 50 Km/h, PRP has a T improvement over

LAR of 74.7% and it uses with 88.4% less E. At high speeds the dis-

tance that D travels connected with the WSN until a path to it is found

increases for LAR. For PRP this will remain approximately the same

because D will start to receive data packets from its neighbour buffer.

– For the scenario in which one data packet is on the fly between S and D,
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when the WSN size increases to 8000m in length and width, PRP has a

103% T improvement and is using with 84% less E. For the same size

when more data packets are on the fly between S and D, PRP has a

99.6% T improvement and is using with 81% less E.

The next chapter presents the conclusions of this thesis and possible future work.
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In this chapter the conclusions are presented together with thesis’As novelty, appli-

cability, future work and constraints.

8.1 Conclusions

The thesis starts with a short WSNs introduction made in chapter 1. WSNs applica-

tions are discussed in section 1.2 with an emphasis regarding military applications,

building monitoring, habitat monitoring and industrial applications. WSN specifi-

cations and constraints are presented in section 1.3 where factors which influence

the network design are detailed, like: fault tolerance, scalability, production costs,

operating environment, sensor network topology, hardware constraints, transmission

media and power consumption. The thesis motivation, novelty and contribution to-

gether with thesis outline and publications are presented further in the next sections.

Chapter two starts with a discussion about the need of mobile sinks in WSNs.

Different mobility models are presented and compared in section 2.1. The MMM is

introduced and its main characterisctics are discussed in section 2.2.

In chapter three a comprehensive discussion is made about WSN sinks mobility

support. Routing protocols classifications and specifications are given is section 3.1.

Different routing protocols and location prediction schemes proposed to support
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mobile sinks are presented in section 3.2 and section 3.3 analysing if the MMM

characterisctis are supported. At the end of this chapter (section 3.4) a discussion is

made about the MMM and the delay tolerant characteristics that a WSN has when

a sink follows this mobility model.

In chapter four it is shown through Qualnet simulations that the total number of

sent packets from a source node to a mobile sink decreases considerably when the

distance between the sink and WSN increases (the mobile sink follows the MMM).

Five MANET routing protocols are chosen to send the data: LAR, AODV, DSR,

Bellman Ford and DYMO. How these protocols work is explained in section 4.2.

The simulation topology used for the Qualnet simulator is presented in section 4.3

where a military application is considered as an example in which a mobile sink

needs to collect information from the battlefield area (WSN area) without entering

the war zone. For this, the mobile sink will move at the WSN periphery so, during

its movement it will join and leave the WSN frequently. The simulation results from

this chapter can be summarized as follows: LAR sends the highest number of packets

when the distance between the sink and WSN is maximum however the average end

to end delay is also high in this case; for high sink speeds LAR perform better but

again the high values obtained for the average end to end delay concludes that none

of these five protocols support the MMM. MAC and routing layer Interactions are

discussed and analysed for the proposed application scenario in section 4.3.1 which

leads to the conclusion that different MAC protocols have different results so this

will influence the total number of packets sent to the sink. This chapter ends with

the proposition that a new routing protocol needs to be designed in order to consider

the specific characteristics that a mobile sink has when it follows the MMM.

The “Peripheral Routing Protocol” meant to support the MMM is introduced in

chapter five. A comprehensive explanation about how it works is given in the be-
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ginning. Details about when PRP needs to be used follow in section 5.1. How PRP

estimates next neighbour ID and how the destination’s deconnectivity time from

the WSN is estimated is discussed and analysed in section 5.2 and section 5.3. This

chapter ends with a presentation about PRP recovery measures meant for extreme

conditions.

In chapter six both LAR and PRP analytical models for the throughput and energy

are explained and compared. Throughout mathematical analysis the following con-

clusions are stated: for the scenario in which D travels disconnected from the WSN

and more then two hops are between S and D, PRP will send more data packets

when compared with LAR; the energy spent on RREQ by LAR is bigger than the

energy spent on hello packets plus the energy to find a path from S to D by PRP.

These are shown through MATLAB simulations in the following chapter.

In chapter seven the MATLAB simulation results are presented and discussed for a

military application in which a mobile sink that needs to receive information from

a source inside a WSN moves at the periphery following the MMM. The chapter

starts with a presentation of the used MATLAB simulator and both LAR and PRP

routing diagrams. The simulation scenario is presented next and two situations

are considered: when D has and has not energy constraints (for energy constraints

the location errors are taken into consideration). LAR, AODV, DSR and PRP are

considered for the first scenario (D has no energy constraints) where D to WSN

connectivity time varies between 10% and 95%. PRP outperforms all the routing

protocols because it sends more data packets to D faster and when compared with

LAR the following results are obtained: it sends with 73% more data packets, 41.8%

faster using 98.8% less energy. Further, in section 7.3 a discussion is made on how to

choose the optimal values for ∆ and Thello to have the highest T and lowest E for the

case when D has energy constraints. When compared with the first case (where D
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does not have energy constraints) the following results are obtained for PRP: a 0.2%

T decrease and a 0.4% E increase. Considering PRP and LAR, different simulations

are made further where: the WSN node density increases from 100 to 10,000 nodes

(PRP uses with 97.5% less energy to send a packet from S to D); D speed increases

from 2 km/h to 50 km/h (PRP sends 74.7% more packets using 88.4% less energy);

the WSN size increases from 800m to 8000m in length and width and two scenario

are considered: a first scenario in which more data packets are on the fly between

S and D; a second scenario in which one packet is on the fly between S and D. For

the first scenario, when compared with LAR, PRP sends 99.6% more data packets

using 81% less energy and for the second scenario it sends 103% more data packets

using 84% less energy.

So, it can be concluded that PRP outperforms LAR for a scenario in which D

follows the MMM and for which the following parameters are varied: D to WSN

connectivity and speed, WSN size and density. Thesis novelty is presented in the

next section.

8.2 Novelty

A military application scenario was considered where senors are deployed over a

battlefield area. The mobile sink needs to collect information from the formed WSN

without entering the battlefield zone. Because of this, it will need to move at the

network periphery and during its movement it will join and leave the WSN area

frequently. Research was made in the WSN routing protocols area and a survey

was published based on this research in [36]. WSN mobility models were studied

and a new mobility model (MMM) where a sink moves at the network periphery

was defined. It was shown through Qualnet simulations that five MANETs routing
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protocols fail to send data packets to a sink which follows the MMM. This work was

published in [35]. A new routing protocol (PRP) was designed to support the MMM

and through MATLAB simulations it was shown that it outperforms protocols like

LAR, AODV and DSR in terms of T, AETED and E. Analytical models were defined

for T and E for both LAR and PRP and based on a mathematical analysis it is

stated that PRP outperforms LAR. Also, more simulations were made to compare

the performances of these two protocols where different parameters are varied like:

D to WSN connectivity time, D speed, WSN size and density. This work was

submitted to the Elsevier journal. The PRP applicability is discussed further.

8.3 Applicability

The PRP was designed for applications in which a mobile sink needs to collect in-

formation from an area inaccessible to humans or machines. The area can be inac-

cessible because of several factors like: pollution, radiation, rough terrain, restricted

access (habitat monitoring) or any other factors like fire, flooding, etc.. Also, using

a mobile unit at the WSN periphery will ensure path diversity which improves the

overall WSN lifetime. It was discussed that a mobile node which moves at the WSN

periphery will connect and disconnect with the WSN are frequently following the

MMM characteristics (described in sub-chapter 2.2). So, the PRP was designed to

support these characteristics. Based on the PRP description from chapter 5, PRP

mathematical analysis from chapter 6 and PRP routing diagrams together with the

pseudo-code from chapter 7, one can implement this protocol for a real application

scenario. Also the analysis and results presented in this thesis can help identify the

main challenges that PRP will face for different application characteristics.

Scenario applications in which PRP can be used are given as follows:
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• Military applications - the collected data from the battlefield needs to reach

the destination as fast as possible. This data can be vital in saving lives,

taking military strategic actions or making accurate evaluations of a current

situation. So, the collected data needs to reach the destination fast. In order

to minimise the material or life losses a mobile unit (machine or human) can

be used at the battlefield periphery (WSN periphery) to receive the data. For

this case, using PRP will assure a good T, and low values for both AETED

and E.

• Habitat monitoring - sensors can be spread over a wide area to track animals

behaviour. This behaviour can be affected by human or machine presence so it

is recommended to collect data outside the monitored environment. This will

be possible by having a mobile unit at the WSN periphery. PRP can support

this type of movement and can assure a high T with minimal E.

• Building Monitoring - sensor nodes can be used for heat or smoke monitoring

in a building to detect or prevent fires. However in case of a fire the building

can become inaccessible to humans or machines. Receiving constant updates

from the building about the situation is vital for firemen to be able to make

a strategy on how to reduce to a minimum the human and material losses.

For this scenario, the firemen are situated outside the building and through-

out their movement can enter and leave the building’s WSN coverage area

frequently. For this case the PRP can send fast the data to the mobile units

assuring a high T and a low E.

Future work and constraints are presented in the next section.
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8.4 Future work and constraints

Future work can be carried out on the following aspects:

• The PRP was analysed for the scenario where D moves in a straight line at

a constant speed for each set of simulations. Different scenarios need to be

considered when both D’s speed and direction vary.

• At low D’s speeds, certain paths can be used in excess which would lead to

energy depletion for certain nodes. Because of this, an energy management

mechanism needs to be implemented where nodes can request to be removed

from a path and replaced by one of their neighbours if the energy level reaches

a certain minimum threshold.

• The nodes distribution used was a normal one for all the simulations. However,

different distributions need to be considered and the WSN lifetime analysed.

A distribution in which nodes are grouped around different paths that are

formed between S and D when D follows the MMM is expected to improve

the overall WSN life time.

• The scenario with multiple sources and multiple destinations can be considered

also for future work.

• The MMM was analysed only for the case where the movement is made at the

WSN periphery. However, the MMM model can also be met for a scenario

in which the number of coverage holes in the WSN is high and D moves

throughout the network. This case can be analysed in future research.

• It is known that MAC and routing layer interactions affect the overall perfor-

mance. So, simulations need to be made for both PRP and MAC to see how

the performance changes.
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• Future work can be carried out to implement and test PRP performances for

a real case scenario.

PRP constraints are listed bellow:

• It was shown that both PRP and LAR have the same performance for the sce-

nario where D moves all the time connected with the WSN. The current PRP

implementation does not take into account the situation were D can change its

direction of movement frequently. For the 100% connectivity scenario, where

D changes the movement direction, it is expected to have better performances

for LAR over PRP. A threshold between D to WSN connectivity and D fre-

quency of changing the direction of movement needs to be established in order

to obtain the best results in term of T, AETED and E. Also, a situation where

both protocols are used is a good option: LAR can be used for high D to WSN

connectivity values and PRP for the low ones.
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9 Appendices

9.1 Appendix 1 - calculating PcktsLAR when TD = 0

and Twait = 0

PcktsLAR = 1 +
[
TRC − tp ∗ np

ts

]

TRC = TIC − τL − TRREP and τL =
([

TD
ξL

]
+ 1

)
∗ ξL − TD. Also ξL = TRREQ + Twait

and if TD = 0 and Twait = 0 then τL = TRREQ. By replacing τL in PcktsLAR we

obtain:

PcktsLAR = 1+
[
TIC − τL − TRREP − tp ∗ np

ts

]
⇔ PcktsLAR = 1+

[
TIC − TRREQ − TRREP − tp ∗ np

ts

]

9.2 Appendix 2 - calculating τL

τL =
([
TD
ξL

]
+ 1

)
∗ ξL− TD =

([
TD

TRREQ + Twait

]
+ 1

)
∗ (TRREQ + Twait)− TD

If it is assumed that Twait = 0 then:
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τL =
([

TD
TRREQ

]
+ 1

)
∗ TRREQ − TD

TRREQ = tp ∗ nmax where tp is the time to send a packet between two nodes and

nmax is the length from S to the further node from the WSN. τL becomes:

τL =
([

TD
tp ∗ nmax

]
+ 1

)
∗ tp ∗ nmax − TD

If it is assumed that TD is multiple of TRREQ, TD = m∗TRREQ+ψ where ψ < tp∗nmax

then:

τL =
([
m ∗ tp ∗ nmax + ψ

tp ∗ nmax

]
+ 1

)
∗ tp ∗ nmax −m ∗ tp ∗ nmax ⇔

τL = m ∗ tp ∗ nmax + tp ∗ nmax −m ∗ tp ∗ nmax ⇔

τL = tp ∗ nmax

9.3 Appendix 3 - solving PcktsPRP −PcktsLAR = 0

1+
[
TD + τP − tp ∗ (np − 1)

ts

]
+
[
TIC − (τP + Tec + TRB)

ts

]
−1−

[
TIC − (τL + TRREP + tp ∗ np)

ts

]
= 0
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9.3 Appendix 3 - solving PcktsPRP −PcktsLAR = 0

⇔ TD + τP − tp ∗ (np − 1) + TIC − (τP + Tec + TRB)− [TIC − (τL + TRREP + tp ∗ np)]
ts

= 0

TD + τP − tp ∗ np + tp + TIC − τP − Tec− TRB − TIC + τL + TRREP + tp ∗ np = 0

TD + tp − Tec − TRB + τL + TRREP = 0

TD + tp + τL + TRREP = Tec + TRB

However TRB = Nb ∗ tp ⇔ TRB = {1 + [TD+τP−tp∗(np−1)/ts]} ∗ tp so we obtain:

TD + tp + τL + TRREP = Tec + tp + TD + τP − tp ∗ (np − 1)
ts

∗ tp

TD ∗
(

1− tp
ts

)
= Tec + tp ∗ [τP − tp ∗ (np − 1)]

ts
− tp − τL − TRREP

When a path is found TRREQ = TRREP (nmax = np). If Twait = 0 then τL = TRREQ =

tp∗np (τL is calculated in Appendix 2) and τP = Thello = tp . Tec = 2∗tp. If tp/ts = 1/x

(ts = x ∗ tp) then PcktsPRP − PcktsLAR becomes:
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PcktsPRP−PcktsLAR = TD∗
(

1− 1
x

)
−
{
Tec + [τP − tp ∗ (np − 1)]

x
− tp − τL − TRREP

}

⇔ PcktsPRP−PcktsLAR = TD∗
(

1− 1
x

)
−2∗tp−

1
x
∗(2 ∗ tp − tp ∗ np)+tp+2∗tp∗np

⇔ PcktsPRP − PcktsLAR = TD ∗
(

1− 1
x

)
− tp −

2 ∗ tp
x

+ tp ∗ np
x

+ 2 ∗ tp ∗ np

⇔ PcktsPRP − PcktsLAR = TD ∗
(

1− 1
x

)
+ tp
x
∗ (np − 2) + tp ∗ (2 ∗ np − 1)

However, it can be seen that PcktsPRP − PcktsLAR > 0 if: TD > 0, and np > 1

9.4 Appendix 4 - solving

ELARRREQ = EPRPhello + e ∗ (m ∗ nr + m ∗ no + no − 1)

ELARRREQ =
([

TD
TRREQ + Twait

]
+ 1

)
∗ erreq ∗ nn

If TD = m ∗ np ∗ tp + ψ, ψ < np ∗ tp , TRREQ = tp ∗ np and Twait = 0 then:
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9.4 Appendix 4 - solving ELARRREQ = EPRPhello + e ∗ (m ∗ nr + m ∗ no + no − 1)

ELARRREQ =
([
m ∗ np ∗ tp + ψ

tp ∗ np

]
+ 1

)
∗ erreq ∗ nn

⇔ ELARRREQ = nn ∗ erreq ∗ (m+ 1)

But nn = nm + no and erreq = e so ELARRREQ becomes:

⇔ ELARRREQ = (nm + no) ∗ erreq ∗ (m+ 1)

⇔ ELARRREQ = (nm ∗ e+ no ∗ e) ∗ (m+ 1)

⇔ ELARRREQ = m ∗ nm ∗ e+m ∗ no ∗ e+ nm ∗ e+ no ∗ e

If we consider that nm = np + nr then ELARRREQ becomes:

ELARRREQ = m ∗ (np + nr) ∗ e+m ∗ no ∗ e+ (np + nr) ∗ e+ no ∗ e
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⇔ ELARRREQ = m ∗ np ∗ e+m ∗ nr ∗ e+m ∗ no ∗ e+ nr ∗ e+ np ∗ e+ no ∗ e

The equation for EPRPhello + ESRREQ is:

EPRPhello + ESRREQ =
([

TD
Thello + Twait

]
+ 1

)
∗ ehello + nm ∗ erreq

Also Thello = tp and ehello = e so:

EPRPhello + ESRREQ =
([
m ∗ np ∗ tp + ψ

tp

]
+ 1

)
∗ e+ nm ∗ e

⇔ EPRPhello + ESRREQ = (m ∗ np + 1) ∗ e+ nm ∗ e

⇔ EPRPhello + ESRREQ = m ∗ np ∗ e+ e+ nm ∗ e

However, nm = np + nr so we can write that:

EPRPhello + ESRREQ = m ∗ np ∗ e+ e+ np ∗ e+ nr ∗ e
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So, we can conclude that:

ELARRREQ = EPRPhello + ESRREQ + e ∗ (m ∗ nr +m ∗ no + no − 1)

9.5 Appendix 5 - solving PcktsPRP = PcktsPRPE

PcktsPRP = PcktsPRPE can be written as follows:

[
TIC − τp − TEC

tp

]
=
[
TIC − τp − TEC − Terror

tp

]

However TIC − τp − TEC = n ∗ tp + ψ, ψ < tp which means that :

[
n ∗ tp + ψ

tp

]
=
[
n ∗ tp + ψ − Terror

tp

]

⇔ ψ − Terror < tp ⇔ Terror < ψ < tp

9.6 LAR pseudocode

LAR pseudocode is presented bellow together with its main functions:

1. BEGIN;

2. WSN_setup;
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3. WHILE (No_packets > 0)

4. IF (path_found = false) & (D_coordinates = false)

5. RREQ_area = WSN_area;

6. REPEAT

7. [path_found, path] = send_RREQ(S, D, RREQ_area);

8. wait(T_rreq);

9. No_RREQs = No_RREQs + 1;

10. UNTIL (path_found = true) || (No_RREQ = limit)

11. END IF

12. IF (path_found = false) & (D_coordinates = true)

13. RREQ_area = area(S,D);

14. REPEAT

15. [path_found, path] = send_RREQ(S, D, RREQ_area);

16. wait(T_rreq);

17. No_RREQs = No_RREQs + 1;

18. UNTIL (path_found = true) || (No_RREQ = limit)

19. END IF

20. IF (No_RREQs = limit)

21. No_RREQs=0;

22. wait(T_retry);

23. RREQ_area = WSN_area;

24. END IF
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25. IF (path_found = true)

26. No_RREQs = 0;

27. REPEAT

28. [path_found] = send_data(S, D, path);

29. No_packets=No_packets-1;

30. wait(Ts);

31. UNTIL (No_packets = 0) || (path_found = false)

32. END IF

33. END WHILE

34. END

The following explanation is given about the functions and parameters used in the

above pseudocode program:

1. Start the program.

2. “WSN_setup” is a function in which the following WSN parameters are defined:

network area width and length, number of nodes, number of packets, D’s speed,

node transmission range, node transmit power, path loss exponent, the standard

deviation for shadowing model, sensitivity threshold, route request packet size, route

reply packet size, hello packet size, data packet size, data rate, energy per bit spent

on transmission, energy per bit spent for reception, initial node energy.

3. The while syntax from 3 to 33 will search a path from S to D and if a path

is found will send data packets as long as “No_packets > 0” (where No_packets

represent the total number of packets).

4. Check if a path from S to D is not known nor D previous coordinates when D

was connected with the WSN.
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5. The RREQ area in which S sends RREQ packets becomes the entire WSN.

6. A path from S to D is searched.

7. A RREQ packet is sent from S to D in the RREQ_area. When a path is found

“path_found” is returned true and the found path in “path”.

8. The waiting time between two RREQs packets is “T_rreq” seconds.

9. The number of RREQs sent in the WSN are counted by “No_RREQ”.

10. RREQs are sent until a path is found (“path_found = true”) or a certain number

of RREQs are sent (No_RREQ = limit).

11. It ends the case for which a path from S to D is searched when D coordinates

are not known.

12. Checks if a path from S to D is not known but D previous coordinates when D

was connected with the WSN are known.

13. The RREQ area in which S sends RREQ packets is the one determined by S

and D coordinates.

14. A path from S to D is searched.

15. A RREQ packet is sent from S to D in the RREQ_area. When a path is found

“path_found” is returned true and the path is returned in “path”.

16. The waiting time between two RREQs packets is “T_rreq” seconds.

17. The number of RREQs sent in the WSN are counted by “No_RREQ”.

18. RREQs are sent until a path is found (“path_found = true”) or a certain number

of RREQs are sent (No_RREQ = limit).

19. It ends the case for which a path from S to D is searched when D previous

coordinates when it was connected with the WSN are known.
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20. Checks if the maximum number of RREQs packets have been sent in the WSN.

21. No_RREQs becomes 0.

22. If the maximum number of RREQs packets have been sent in the network,

S waits for a certain period of time (T_retry seconds) after which it will restart

sending RREQs.

23. The RREQ area becomes the entire WSN.

24. It ends the case when No_RREQs has reached the maximum value.

25. Checks if a path from S to D is found.

26. The number of RREQs sent in the WSN is set to 0.

27. S starts to send data packets to D.

28. A data packet is sent from S to D. “path_found” becomes false when D leaves

the WSN area (in this case D neighbour informs S to stop data transmission because

the path is broken) or the path is broken by different reasons (other nodes from the

path are not available).

29. “No_packets” represents the total number of packets which needs to be sent.

30. Between two data packets transmission S waits for Ts seconds.

31. S sends data packets to D until all the packets are sent (No_packets = 0) or

when the path between S and D breaks (path_found = false).

32. The scenario for which a path is known between S and D (or D next neighbour)

and data packets are sent ends.

33. The scenario for which S has packets to send ends.

34. End program.
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9.7 PRP pseudocode

PRP pseudocode is presented bellow together with its main functions:

1. BEGIN

2. WSN_setup;

3. WHILE (No_packets > 0)

4. IF (path_found = false) & (D_coordinates = false)

5. RREQ_area = WSN_area;

6. REPEAT

7. [path_found, path] = send_RREQ(S, RREQ_area);

8. wait(T_rreq);

9. No_RREQs = No_RREQs + 1;

10. UNTIL (path_found = true) || (No_RREQ = limit)

11. END IF

12. IF (path_found = false) & (D_coordinates = true)

13. [D_neighbour, Td, buffer] = estim(D);

14. RREQ_area=area(S,D_neighbour);

15. REPEAT

16. [path_found, path] = send_RREQ(S, D_neighbour, RREQ_area);

17. wait(T_rreq);

18. No_RREQs = No_RREQs + 1;

19. UNTIL (path_found = true) || (No_RREQ = limit)
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20. END IF

21. IF (path_found = true)

22. No_RREQs = 0;

23. IF (buffer = true)

24. REPEAT

25. [path_found, buffer] = send_data(S, D_neighbour, Td, path);

26. No_packets=No_packets-1;

27. wait(Ts);

28. UNTIL (No_packets = 0) || (path_found = false) || (Td = 0) || (buffer

= false)

29. ELSE

30. REPEAT

31. [path_found] = send_data(S, D, path);

32. No_packets = No_packets-1;

33. wait(Ts);

34. UNTIL (No_packets = 0) || (path_found = false)

35. END IF

36. IF (No_RREQs = limit) || (Td = 0)

37. No_RREQs=0;

38. wait(T_retry);

39. RREQ_area = WSN_area;

40. END IF
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41. END WHILE

42. END

The explanation for each pseudocode line is given bellow:

1. Start the program.

2. “WSN_setup” is a function in which the following WSN parameters are defined:

network area width and length, number of nodes, number of packets, D’s speed,

node transmission range, node transmit power, path loss exponent, the standard

deviation for shadowing model, sensitivity threshold, route request packet size, route

reply packet size, hello packet size, data packet size, data rate, energy per bit spent

on transmission, energy per bit spent for reception, initial node energy.

3. The while syntax from 3 to 35 will search a path from S to D (or D next neighbour)

and if a path is found will send data packets as long as “No_packets > 0” (where

No_packets represent the total number of packets).

4. Checks if a path from S to D is not known and there is no knowledge about D

coordinates.

5. The area in which RREQ are sent becomes the entire WSN.

6. RREQs are sent in the entire WSN each “T_rreq” seconds.

7. A RREQ is sent in the entire WSN, “path_found” becomes true when a path is

found and the path from S to D is returned in “path”.

8. Wait for “T_rreq” seconds between two RREQs.

9. The number of RREQs sent in the WSN are counted by “No_RREQ”.

10. RREQs are sent until a path is found (“path_found = true”) or a certain number

of RREQs are sent (No_RREQ = limit).
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11. It ends the case for which a path from S to D is searched when D coordinates

are not known.

12. Checks if a path from S to D is not known and there is knowledge about D

previous coordinates when it was connected with the WSN.

13. D next neighbour coordinates together with the disconnected time that D travels

before entering WSN area are estimated based on D last known coordinates and

direction of movement. Also “buffer” becomes true which means that the packets

meant for D are sent to D next neighbour buffer.

14. The “RREQ_area” becomes the area determined by S coordinates and D next

neighbour estimated coordinates.

15. RREQs are sent each “T_rreq” seconds.

16. A RREQ is sent in the “RREQ_area”, “path_found” becomes true when a path

is found from S to D next neighbour, in “path” the path from S to D next neighbour

is returned.

17. Wait for “T_rreq” seconds between two RREQs.

18. The number of RREQs sent in the WSN is counted by “No_RREQ”.

19. RREQs are sent until a path is found (“path_found = true”) or a certain number

of RREQs are sent (No_RREQ = limit).

20. It ends the case for which a path from S to D next neighbour is searched when

D last coordinates are known.

21. It starts the scenario in which data packets are sent if a path is found between

S and D (or D next neighbour).

22. The number of RREQs sent in the WSN is set to 0.

23. Checks if the path is between S and D next neighbour.
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24. S starts sending data packets to D next neighbour buffer.

25. Packets are sent from S to D next neighbour buffer. When D rejoins the WSN

through its next neighbour, S will be informed to stop the data transition until all

the buffered packets are sent to D and “buffer” becomes false.

26. “No_packets” represents the total number of packets which need to be sent.

27. Between two data packets transmission S waits for Ts seconds.

28. S sends data packets to D next neighbour if one of the following conditions is

true:

- all the packets are sent (“No_packets = 0”).

- the path is broken (“path_found = false”).

- “Td = 0” , it is estimated that after Td seconds D will rejoin the network through

its next neighbour and will inform S to pause the data transmission until all the

buffered packets are received. However, in order to avoid the situation in which D

will not rejoin the WSN through the estimated neighbour, S sends packets to D next

neighbour buffer only for Td seconds.

- the buffer becomes false which means that D rejoined the network (“buffer =

false”).

29. The path is between S and D.

30. S starts sending data packets to D.

31. Packets are sent from S to D and “path_found” is returned false when the path

breaks (D exits the WSN area).

32. “No_packets” represents the total number of packets which need to be sent.

33. Between two data packets transmission S waits for Ts seconds.
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34. S sends packets to D until all the packets are sent or D exits the WSN coverage

area (path_found = false).

35. The scenario for which a path is known between S and D (or D next neighbour)

and data packets are sent ends.

36. Checks if the maximum number of RREQs packets have been sent in the WSN

or data packets have been sent to D’s neighbour buffer for Td seconds.

37. No_RREQs becomes 0.

38. S waits for a certain period of time (T_retry seconds) after which it will restart

sending RREQs to search a path to D.

39. The RREQ area becomes the entire WSN.

40. It ends the case when No_RREQs has reached the maximum value or Td seconds

passed since S started to send data packets to D’s neighbour buffer.

41. The scenario for which S has packets to send ends.

42. End program.
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